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Securing the Belt and Road: Prospects for Chinese Military Engagement Along the Silk Roads

Nadège Rolland

NADÈGE ROLLAND is Senior Fellow for Political and Security Affairs at the National Bureau of Asian Research. She is the author of China’s Eurasian Century? Political and Strategic Implications of the Belt and Road Initiative (2017). She can be reached at <nrolland@nbr.org>.
On August 1, 2017, the day of its 90th anniversary, China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) officially inaugurated its first permanent overseas support facility under the blazing Djiboutian sun. The event indicated a dramatic departure from the previously prevailing claim that China “does not station any troops or set up any military bases in any foreign country” as a matter of policy.1 It also highlighted the long-term role assigned to the PLA in protecting China’s expanding national interests, a role that Hu Jintao had granted the Chinese military back in 2004 as part of its “new historic missions.”2 For the past fifteen years, recognizing that “security risks to China’s overseas interests are on the increase,”3 the PLA has taken on the new challenges created by globally expanding national interests and entanglements, pushing farther away from China’s shores, broadening its strategic horizons, and enhancing its power-projection capabilities. The 2015 defense white paper put an unprecedented emphasis on maritime interests and on the PLA’s responsibility to protect them as one of its core missions.4

Chinese strategic planners generally agree that the “boundaries of China’s national security” are defined by the expansion of its overseas interests and that “where national interests expand, the support of the military force has to follow.”5 Since its introduction in late 2013, the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) has been pushing the boundaries of China’s national interests well beyond the traditional focus on the country’s immediate neighborhood. China’s Ministry of National Defense publicly denies that BRI has any military or geostrategic intent.6 Even if that is truly the case, the priority Beijing has given to BRI for the last six years has created an overall acceleration and geographic expansion of Chinese overseas activities that will inevitably generate the need for some level of state and military protection.

Latin America, Oceania, and Africa have been incorporated within BRI in addition to the 65 Eurasian countries originally included in 2013. “New strategic territories”—defined as the polar regions, the deep sea, cyberspace, and outer space—have also been connected under the BRI umbrella, as illustrated by the creation of a “Silk Road on ice” in the Arctic region, three ocean-based “blue economic passages,” the Digital Silk Road, and the Space Information Corridor. BRI’s wide geographic scope extends over remote regions where the security situation can be volatile due to political instability, social unrest, and religious extremism, potentially putting at

---

3 State Council Information Office (PRC), The Diversified Employment of China’s Armed Forces (Beijing, April 2013), http://en.people.cn/90786/8209362.html.
risk the safety of a growing number of Chinese businesses, workers, and assets. By the end of 2014, over one million Chinese nationals were working overseas. Two years later this number had doubled, with 90% of the Chinese workers employed in BRI countries in Asia and Africa. In recent years, Chinese citizens abroad have been killed, kidnapped, and attacked and the number of such incidents is expected to rise. Conflicts in Libya and Yemen have already compelled the emergency evacuation under PLA supervision of Chinese nationals. Nontraditional security threats such as terrorist attacks, natural disasters, and transnational organized crime could affect the security of both Chinese citizens and infrastructure. Traditional security threats are also a cause of concern, primarily on the Maritime Silk Road, where the main security challenge to China’s interests is posed by the U.S. Navy and more generally the U.S. forward military presence in the western Pacific, Indian Ocean, and Persian Gulf regions.

As they try to find appropriate responses to the risks and challenges inherent to BRI’s development, Chinese strategic thinkers need to navigate around three major constraints. The first is image management. Since the beginning of China’s military modernization, the government has been mindful about international perceptions of its growing military might. As strategic planners contemplate whether and how to extend the PLA’s reach in BRI countries, they are painstakingly trying to mitigate impressions that the military could be used as an aggressive instrument of Beijing’s expansionist ambitions. Second, Chinese strategists need to think about potential future operations within the framework of China’s claimed commitment to respect the principle of noninterference in other countries’ domestic affairs. They also have to take into account—and perhaps adjust—China’s domestic legal framework to allow future military interventions overseas. Policymakers may also need to rethink China’s long-standing rejection of military alliances—perhaps extending “security guarantees” to countries along the Belt and Road routes, as suggested recently by Xi Jinping. Finally, in addition to these normative constraints, planners need to address the gap that is growing between the requirement to protect far-flung national interests and the actual military capabilities available to the PLA.

There remains the question of whether and how Beijing may consider using its military might to deal with contingencies affecting its interests in BRI countries. Will the initiative’s regional and global development serve as a justification for an increased Chinese overseas military presence and an expansion of the PLA’s scope of action? Will China use its BRI investments (e.g., ports, airports, railways, and fiber-optic and satellite networks) to support military projection? Will the traditional...

---

9 Ma Jianguang and Zhang Nan, “‘Yidai Yilu’ bei jing xia ruhe baohu Zhongguo qiye de haiwai liyi” [How to Protect the Overseas Interests of Chinese Companies in the Background of the “Belt and Road”], Zhongguo jun wang, August 17, 2016, http://www.81.cn/201311jxjjh/2016-08/17/content_7212299.htm.


11 Among other examples, 4 oil workers were kidnapped in Colombia in 2011, 29 were detained in South Sudan in 2012, and 11 engineers were attacked in Cameroon in 2014. See Ma and Zhang, “‘Yidai Yilu’ bei jing xia ruhe baohu Zhongguo qiye de haiwai liyi.”


14 Ibid.

and nontraditional security threats attached to BRI enhance or hamper Beijing’s military options? How can China reconcile its preference for nonmilitary means with the need to secure and protect its interests and citizens? Are there indirect options under consideration that might allow China to defend its overseas interests with less than large increments of military force?

The present report is an attempt to address these crucial questions. The publication is the result of a two-year project conducted by the National Bureau of Asian Research, with the generous support of the Daniel Morgan Graduate School of National Security. This project has also gained from the intellectual guidance of senior advisers Andrew Erickson, who is professor of strategy at the U.S. Naval War College, and Paul Haenle, who holds the Maurice R. Greenberg Director’s Chair at the Carnegie-Tsinghua Center in Beijing. In order to analyze how BRI affects the security calculations of the PLA and other Chinese security actors, the contributors to this report have paid particular attention to the Chinese strategic community’s perspectives in an effort to reflect the options that are being debated within China. Their collective work gives a comprehensive snapshot of current Chinese thinking on how to respond to the security risks associated with the global expansion of BRI.

In the opening essay, Mathieu Duchâtel describes how China’s expanding global footprint, especially via BRI, provides strong incentives for adapting existing normative and legal constraints on the use of military force overseas. In the “new era,” in which Xi intends to propel China onto the center stage of the world, the military not only is a tool used to defend sovereignty from foreign threats but has become an instrument of global power projection. For the leadership to respond to overseas security crises, Duchâtel explains that “all options are now on the table” and the decision to act militarily will be political rather than legal.

For any type of deployment overseas, the PLA will need robust command, control, communications, computer, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities to help enhance its situational awareness. Michael S. Chase examines how the Digital Silk Road and the Space Information Corridor support China’s pursuit of its interests in space and cyberspace. Economic and strategic goals clearly overlap in these domains, and the potential enhancement of C4ISR capabilities, thanks to BRI’s digital and satellite networks, aligns with the objectives of the newly established PLA Strategic Support Force, which oversees space and network warfare capabilities.

BRI increases the urgency for the PLA to further develop a flexible expeditionary force capable of more complex, larger, and lengthier deployments away from China’s shores. Kristen Gunness examines in detail how the different PLA components are addressing the capability gap: upgrading, improving, and producing new maritime capabilities while working on strategic airlift; strengthening special operations forces; and possibly augmenting border security capabilities to conduct land-based expeditionary missions. The PLA will likely be able to sustain maritime operations overseas relatively soon (by 2025), assesses Gunness.

17 For the purpose of this report, the PRC strategic community includes active and retired senior officers from the People’s Liberation Army, People’s Armed Police, National Defense University, and Academy of Military Science, as well as members of security-related think tanks such as the China Institute for International Strategic Studies and the China Institutes of Contemporary International Relations.
BRI is not focused on China achieving a “dominant position,” explains Guifang (Julia) Xue in her essay on the potential dual use of support facilities. Yet she observes that “investing in ports located in strategic positions no doubt helps China diversify its supply of overseas energy and raw materials, safeguard its SLOC [sea lines of communication] access and security, and improve its overall geopolitical position.” The question therefore is not whether China will need naval bases, but rather how to manage the “concerns and anxiety” about its military intentions along the Belt and Road routes as it opens more of them. Xue reckons that China will not need to establish multiple bases for missions that will essentially be small-scale and low-intensity. A permanent military presence could also be too economically and politically burdensome. She advocates instead for dual-use logistical bases, which are essentially commercial ports that could be used to host naval ships when necessary.

Indirect options are also under consideration. Among them is increasing military diplomacy, international cooperation, and involvement in peacekeeping operations so as to showcase China’s “harmless use of overseas military force.”\(^\text{18}\) Raffaello Pantucci examines in particular how China’s longer-term penetration of Central Asia’s security apparatuses through the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, training and joint exercises, military aid, and military sales could gradually upend Russia’s security predominance in the region and overturn the two countries’ traditional division of labor between economics and security. Pantucci illustrates how BRI could be the precursor of China’s expanded security footprint in third countries using a multiplicity of security-related tools.

China has also developed innovative frameworks in its immediate neighborhood, principally with an eye on instability in Afghanistan and its possible spillover into Chinese territory. Dirk van der Kley focuses on how Beijing has beefed up its security activities in Tajikistan and at the border with Afghanistan through a three-pronged approach: building capacity, co-opting local forces to protect its own projects and interests, and conducting joint operations with Tajik and Afghan forces near the shared border. His essay provides a useful case study about options that could be implemented elsewhere along the Silk Roads.

New security demands along the Belt and Road routes could also give rise to an increased role for Chinese private security companies, which not long ago were mostly operating at the municipal level in China. Alessandro Arduino describes the arduous path for these thousands of young companies to become highly professionalized units in order to operate in precarious environments overseas. He underlines the opportunity to help shape their rules of engagement and regulatory procedures as the sector slowly matures.

Taken together, these contributions present a sweeping picture of the set of options that are under consideration to enhance the security of China’s interests along the Belt and Road routes. Common to all seven essays is the idea that the expansion of China’s overseas interests naturally creates the need for military protection. Along with normative adjustments and military overseas operations and basing, Beijing can also pursue indirect approaches, such as engaging in extended international cooperation on nontraditional security and subcontracting protection either to host nations or to private contractors. The U.S. government has begun to recognize that the implications of China’s expansion of its security frontier, along the lines described in this report,

will be far-reaching.\textsuperscript{19} This expansion could complicate, restrict, or even deny the United States’ ability to project power, protect the lines of communication through the global commons, exert influence, and shape future regional security developments, as well as the United States’ ability to defend its allies and interests.

Overseas Military Operations in Belt and Road Countries: The Normative Constraints and Legal Framework

Mathieu Duchâtel

MATHIEU DUCHÂTEL is Director of the Asia Program at Institut Montaigne. Dr. Duchâtel worked in Beijing as the China representative of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) from 2011 to 2015 and at the European Council of Foreign Relations from 2015 to 2018. He can be reached at <mduchatel@institutmontaigne.org>.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This essay explores possibility of future Chinese military operations in Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) countries in defense of China's overseas interests and discusses the constraints that could prevent such operations.

MAIN ARGUMENT

China has followed three models for protecting its overseas interests. In Djibouti, China built a naval base in a break with its strategic history. On its western border with Afghanistan and Tajikistan, the country is following a Mekong model, albeit in a very low-key manner to avoid international attention. In Syria, China free-rides and prioritizes access to intelligence about individuals who could target Chinese interests. These three approaches have in common the prioritization of both capacity building and intelligence acquisition. The overarching goal is to build a strategic position that will give China options when a serious crisis requires an immediate response. If confronted with such a crisis, all the ingredients exist for China to conduct overseas military operations: growing capacities, strong political support, an expansionist narrative centered on the defense of overseas interests, a new posture on military bases, and the risks inherent to China's increasing international human and economic footprint in BRI countries. Within this context, it is only a matter of time before the People's Liberation Army or People's Armed Police is dispatched on missions to defend overseas interests. Nonetheless, cost-benefit assessments in Beijing and a weak logistical network will continue to constrain future overseas military operations.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- How to deal with an interventionist China that considers military power as a foreign policy tool should become a central policy question on the transatlantic agenda.

- China uses the legitimate defense of its expanding security interests to enlarge its global footprint and compete with the United States. The narrative of protecting overseas interests is difficult to counter, but at a minimum it invites deeper engagement with states that consider military cooperation with China as a credible alternative.

- China's defense of its overseas interests will create opportunities for cooperation against nontraditional security threats. However, there is very little for the West to gain in actively pursuing cooperation with China, and the West instead should focus on setting strict terms for examining Chinese engagement offers.
or more than a decade, China’s foreign and security policy has been slowly shifting away from the principle of noninterference in another sovereign state’s affairs as the country’s global economic and human footprint increases. “Overseas interests” (haiwai liyi) and unforeseen international crises putting Chinese lives at risk have done more to persuade China to rethink noninterference than years of Western pressure on Beijing to endorse humanitarian intervention. But while Jiang Zemin’s “going out” policy supported the global expansion of Chinese companies without giving much thought to related security risks, Xi Jinping’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is being pursued with greater awareness of potential threats to Chinese nationals and assets abroad. In August 2018 in Pakistan, Defense Minister Wei Fenghe declared that China was ready to “provide strong security guarantees” to support BRI projects. 1 In the past decade, China has already created a risk-management toolbox that includes improving consular protection, regulating the overseas activities of Chinese firms, and systematically conducting civilian evacuations from crisis zones.

This essay explores the possibility of a Chinese military operation in a BRI country in response to threats or attacks against China’s overseas interests. It starts from the observation that all options are now on the table for the Chinese leadership to respond to overseas security crises—a shift that began under Hu Jintao but that has been fully endorsed and consolidated under Xi. Are there institutional or legal constraints that would prevent a Chinese military response to an attack against a BRI project? The nature of China’s exercise of executive power suggests that constraints on the use of force overseas will be political rather than legal. Assessments in Beijing of possible costs and benefits of military operations are likely to prevail when a crisis of sufficient scale occurs to trigger a discussion of military options. At the same time, any overseas operation would be constrained by the weak logistical network supporting China’s global military deployment, compared with that of a more established military power, especially the United States.

The first section of this essay describes how Xi has changed China’s thinking regarding the use of military power overseas, accelerating a transformation already underway and stressing the preparedness of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) to conduct overseas operations. The second section explores three different models of military power projection: the construction of overseas bases, patrols across China’s national borders, and a combination of free-riding and diplomatic means. The third section discusses the consequences of China’s adoption in 2015 of a counterterrorism law for the probability of overseas military operations. Finally, the conclusion outlines future scenarios for force deployment and argues that crises will drive further change in China’s global military posture.

Toward a Global Military Posture: From Changing Interests to Xi’s “New Era”

Xi Jinping inherited a foreign policy that already placed priority on the protection of nationals overseas, including through the deployment of military assets for noncombatant evacuation operations. The evacuation of Chinese nationals from Libya in 2011 created a precedent for the PLA Navy and Air Force to conduct such operations, and this orientation was confirmed in 2015

when the PLA Navy task force in the Gulf of Aden was redirected to conduct an evacuation from Yemen through Djibouti.

As a leader who systematically emphasizes the importance of military power, Xi has brought significant change to China’s national defense policy, considerably accelerating the transformation already underway from a regional to a global security posture. He set for the PLA the goal of becoming a world-class force by 2050 and regularly calls on troops to improve their combat readiness. To this end, China has made three specific decisions that clearly define overseas military operations as an option in its crisis-management toolbox.

First, China adopted its first counterterrorism law in 2015. Article 71 of the law sets the stage for future overseas operations using the following vague language: “The Chinese People’s Liberation Army and Chinese People’s Armed Police (PAP) may assign people to leave the country on counterterrorism missions as approved by the Central Military Commission.” The November 2014 draft of the law had included an additional precondition for such missions, stipulating that they would be approved “through agreements reached with relevant countries.” This provision, however, was absent from the final version adopted by the National People’s Congress.

Second, China brought to an end years of debate regarding overseas military basing. In 2016, the Ministry of National Defense confirmed that an agreement had been reached with Djibouti. China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs commented that such “logistical support facilities” would be built when needed to protect the country’s overseas interests. The PLA now officially calls Djibouti a “support base.” Rumors abound regarding future basing agreements. While there is a lack of evidence to determine precisely where the next support bases will be built, building such bases is no doubt part of China’s national security policy thinking. During a 2016 press conference, Foreign Minister Wang Yi, when asked about Djibouti, explained that China would build “some necessary infrastructure and logistical capacities in regions with a concentration of Chinese interests” and described this as “not just reasonable and logical, but also consistent with international practice.”

Third, beginning in 2016, China changed its posture in greater Central Asia to protect the Xinjiang border from incursions and other outside influence. This is most probably the year when it started joint patrols with the Afghan National Army on the Wakhan Corridor and established a small military outpost in Tajikistan. Details still remain scarce, and there is almost no official communication about this development.

Public policies change as a result of changes in ideas, interests, or institutions. China’s new approach to the use of military power overseas is the result of shifting interests that have led the country to rethink its national strategy. Under Xi, and especially since the inauguration of his second term, China’s ambition has been to gain global leadership by 2050, as articulated by Xi in his work report to the 19th Party Congress. Many Chinese international relations experts define the vision for a “new era” presented at the Party Congress as a quest for power after three decades under Mao Zedong that focused on regaining sovereignty and three subsequent decades started by Deng Xiaoping that prioritized accumulating wealth.

---


This division of recent Chinese history into periods of three decades, with each period underlining a different strategic focus, has framed the mainstream interpretation in China’s think-tank circles of the strategic roadmap articulated by Xi at the 19th Party Congress. It is only natural for a country in search of great-power status and global leadership to look at its military forces as an instrument of global power projection rather than only as a tool to defend its sovereignty from foreign threats, even though the latter remains the primary task of any military force. This new posture is also a reflection of China’s abandonment of a low profile in foreign policy, premised on Deng’s injunction to “bide your time and build your strength” (taoguang yanghui), and the transition to a much more active approach that “strives for achievements” (fenfayouwei), which was debated before the 19th Party Congress.⁵

As a result, under Xi, the Chinese discussion about the projection of military power is proceeding from a new starting point. The focus is no longer on denying that China is pursuing such a capability but on defining the practical conditions that would lead to an overseas operation. Xi’s series of decisions endorsing the idea of a global military able to defend Chinese interests far away from the country’s borders has shifted mainstream thought in the Chinese strategic community. Five years earlier, analysts in China dismissed the possibility of an overseas military deployment unless there was a mandate from the UN Security Council and an official invitation from the host country—a repetition of a clear Chinese policy line.⁶ There is much less certainty today. Chinese experts have had to adjust to the reality of a permanent Chinese naval base in Djibouti (without a UN mandate) and consider the high likelihood that more bases might be constructed in the next decade, in light of the new narrative promoted by Xi. It is now a given that the counterterrorism law could be activated under certain conditions, such as an attack against Chinese nationals in foreign countries. Interviews I conducted with the strategic community in Beijing and Shanghai in July 2018 revealed that Chinese experts no longer dismiss the possibility of military operations overseas in this changed context.

Three Models for Rethinking the Role of the PLA in Protecting Overseas Interests

That all options are on the table to respond to an overseas crisis does not mean that military operations will be conducted systematically, or recklessly. Under Xi Jinping, three models for protecting Chinese overseas interests can be observed. In Djibouti, China has built a naval base in a break with its strategic history. On its western border, the country is following a Mekong model, albeit in a very low-key manner to avoid international attention. In Syria, China free-rides and prioritizes access to intelligence about individuals who could target Chinese interests. These three approaches have in common the prioritization of both capacity building and intelligence acquisition. The overarching goal is to build a strategic position that will give China options when a serious crisis needs an immediate response.

---


The Djibouti Model

The opening of China’s first overseas military base in Djibouti in August 2018 amounts to no less than a change of strategic identity for the country on the world stage. The absence of foreign bases used to be a signature of Chinese foreign policy. It allowed Beijing to disseminate a narrative underlining the fundamental difference in the strategic posture between China and the United States. This period is now history. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has made clear that similar facilities will be built when needed to protect China’s overseas interests. In an April 2019 interview with China Central Television, the political commissar of the Djibouti naval base, Li Chunpeng, reiterated this new policy that the “Chinese navy’s support for far sea escort missions will gradually shift from a model based on supply ships supplemented by foreign ports to one that is based on overseas bases supplemented by foreign ports and domestic supports.”

Only the future use of the Djibouti naval base will allow observers to define the exact scope of its missions. Officially, the Ministry of National Defense emphasizes three missions for the base: to act as a hub for the deployment of peacekeeping troops, to provide logistical support for antipiracy patrols, and to support humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) operations. While a peacekeeping operations deployment through Djibouti has yet to be conducted, the two other missions have already taken place. The deployment of the Peace Ark hospital ship in August 2017 was an example of an HADR mission conducted in Djibouti.

Two questions remain about the future use of the base. First, Chinese experts frequently argue that the “Djibouti support base will to a large degree enable the resolution of the crises faced by Chinese nationals overseas.” What kind of operations will be conducted to defend those interests? The PLA’s noncombatant evacuation operations in Yemen and Libya took place without the need to establish a security perimeter on the ground. If future evacuations take place in more acute threat environments, Djibouti would be able to offer the option of an amphibious deployment of marines. The United States’ Operation Eastern Exit (the 1991 evacuation by the Marine Corps and Navy SEALs of diplomats and civilians from Mogadishu in Somalia using helicopters) is an example of the shape that future Chinese missions might take.

Second, the size of the facility, its fortification, and the presence of marines suggest that China could use the base at Djibouti for more than the three missions put forward by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. And indeed, some Chinese experts argue that the strategic value of Djibouti goes beyond specific operations. At stake is Xi’s goal of transforming China into a “strong maritime country” (haiyang qiangguo), and from that perspective building Djibouti represents a “breakthrough from the encirclement” (tupo chongwei) that China faces in the western Pacific. This reflection points to the fact that Djibouti is a base for the navy. At a minimum, there are signs that the PAP expressed an interest in deploying personnel in Djibouti, but the PLA Navy was able to secure the exclusive right to operate the base, prevailing in what amounts to a form of interservice competition. This suggests that other services, and in particular the PLA Air Force and the PAP, may try to influence political decisions to also obtain overseas footholds.

---

7 This interview was first spotted by Adam Ni on his Twitter feed. See the video from the China Central Television program Military Affairs Report, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4DyQGgTjik&feature=youtu.be.
9 Ibid.
10 Author’s interview with a senior military analyst, Beijing, March 2018.
The Mekong Model

Since 2016, the PLA has adopted a new approach to the security of China’s western border. This new posture in Xinjiang is linked to an unprecedented initiative of the PLA and marks the first time it has taken a leadership role in building a multilateral cooperation framework. In August 2016 the inaugural meeting of the Quadrilateral Cooperation and Coordination Mechanism (QCCM), composed of Afghanistan, China, Pakistan, and Tajikistan, took place in Urumqi. The QCCM institutionalizes China’s military cooperation with Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Tajikistan (three countries vulnerable to terrorist activity) and has established an annual working group meeting—the last of which took place in Beijing in January 2019. This arrangement frames intelligence cooperation and military-to-military exchanges between the four countries in a context of terrorist threats linked to the war in Afghanistan and of intense repression in Xinjiang. Under the QCCM, two agreements were signed in August 2017 in Dushanbe: the Agreement on the Coordination Mechanism in Counterterrorism by Afghanistan-China-Pakistan-Tajikistan Armed Forces and the Protocol on Counterterrorism Information Coordination Center by Afghanistan-China-Pakistan-Tajikistan Armed Forces. While the existence of these two agreements is public, their content is not.

As a result, Chinese troops have been posted in Tajikistan, overlooking the Wakhan Corridor and the border with Xinjiang, most likely since 2016. The QCCM has played a role in facilitating the deployment in Afghanistan and Tajikistan of the PAP (most likely its border force) and perhaps the PLA. The units spotted patrolling the Wakhan Corridor with the Afghan National Army seem to be from the PAP, while there has been no confirmation about Tajikistan.

Chinese security researchers readily acknowledge in private that China already has a military presence in Afghanistan and Tajikistan, but the government is remarkably discreet about this recent development.

China’s new deployments are part of a cooperative framework rather than a unilateral action. The Afghan side has confirmed that Beijing has promised assistance in setting up a mountain brigade, and Afghanistan is requesting combat helicopters as part of this assistance. The Tajik facility makes logistical sense given the extreme natural conditions of the area as a desert over 3,500 meters above sea level that is covered in snow for most of the year. Its primary function seems to be to provide support to border patrols. A large facility is not needed to achieve this goal.

Some Chinese analysts have invoked the “Mekong model” to describe these developments on China’s western border. This comparison with the Mekong River patrols that the PAP’s border force has conducted with the law-enforcement agencies of Thailand, Myanmar, and Cambodia since 2011 makes sense to some extent. In both cases, China has spearheaded the creation of a quadrilateral cooperation mechanism allowing for the forward deployment of Chinese armed...
power, with an emphasis on border security. But there is also a major difference. The deployment in Southeast Asia has received enormous attention in the Chinese media, whereas the activities on the western border receive none. This reflects a very different threat assessment. While the Mekong River patrols target organized crime, the PAP’s presence around the Wakhan Corridor is directed at terrorist organizations that are highly tolerant of the risk of death. Hence, China could desire to downplay its actions there to avoid attracting too much attention from hostile groups.

The Damascus Model

In August 2018 the Chinese special envoy for Syria, Ambassador Xie Xiaoyan, stated that “recently, some media speculations that China is going to [be] involve[d] in the Syrian conflict emerged. That is a false picture of the Chinese policy. These Arab media, which issued the relevant material, later explained that China had no military presence in Syria. China is strongly advocating settlement of the conflict only by peaceful means…China has never sent its troops to Syria.” The ambassador was denying media speculation after he and the Chinese defense attaché posted to Syria were quoted as saying that the Chinese military could help the Syrian army in the battle for Idlib if the political decision were made in Beijing.

China has a direct security stake in the Syrian war. Hundreds of Uighur fighters have joined the conflict, a minority of them with the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and a majority fighting in organizations linked to al Qaeda that are operating in the Idlib region at the border with Turkey. The presence of foreign fighters capable of targeting Chinese interests thus far has resulted in a diplomatic rather than a military response by Beijing. China is free-riding on Russia and Syria to solve its problem with foreign fighters, while diplomatically it works at getting more support from Turkey to avoid a scenario where Turkey becomes a safe haven for Idlib’s Uighur foreign fighters. China has ruled out direct military involvement in the Syrian conflict as too costly politically, with unpredictable consequences.

In the Damascus model, the involvement of the PLA in an overseas crisis directly affecting Chinese security interests—such as the safety of Chinese nationals or the sustainability of investment and economic projects—will remain limited to access to intelligence. Indeed, there is a presence of Chinese intelligence personnel and military advisers reported in Syria. The Damascus model is thus a mix of free-riding and intelligence work to manage the security implications for China in a low-key manner.

Debating Article 71: The PAP’s Future Counterterrorism Missions Abroad

When asked about the conditions under which China could make use of Article 71 of the counterterrorism law, many Chinese experts acknowledge that all options are on the table and
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argue that the nature of the crisis will determine China’s response. But the same analysts insist that China will not easily abandon caution. Despite years of change, the mainstream view remains to “avoid creating new enemies” (*bimian shudi*), to “avoid setting the fire that will burn yourself” (*bimian yinhuo shaoshen*), and to “avoid becoming the center of contradictions” (*bimian biancheng maodun de zhongxin*).

Chinese experts have commented in the media on the removal from the final approved version of the counterterrorism law of an invitation from the local country as a requirement for overseas military operations. For example, on a Phoenix Television military show, commentator Wang Guoxiang noted that such prior approval was no longer necessary to deploy forces in countries that provide safe havens to terrorist organizations. Li Wei, China’s leading commentator on terrorism issues and former director of the Center for Counter-Terrorism Studies at the China Institutes of Contemporary International Relations, has proposed a more moderate and political interpretation of Article 71. He argues that China needs consultations with the host country to agree on a common plan of action before deploying the military on overseas counterterrorism missions, an evolution he describes as a historical necessity.

There are signs that the PAP, whose Snow Leopard commandos are already deployed in Kabul and Baghdad to protect Chinese embassies, is pushing to seize greater international responsibilities in the context of Article 71 of the counterterrorism law. Zhou Jian, a professor at the Armed Police Force University, notes that counterterrorism is a “statutory task” (*fading renwu*) of the PAP and that dispatching missions overseas is an “irreplaceable means” (*wuke tidai de shouduan*) when all other options are exhausted. He develops the argument that the PAP has a duty to conduct overseas counterterrorism missions and thus needs to accumulate the capacity to carry out such missions efficiently.

Niu Weiding, a senior colonel with the PAP, has argued that, though the scope of application of Article 71 should be more precise, the mere existence of this article allows the PAP to review possible options against the threat of terrorism. His suggestion is to focus on capacity building, with two priorities: special forces and the whole spectrum of intelligence activities (from collection to informed decision-making). Special forces can perform a wide range of counterterrorism missions, including the liberation of hostages, securing of endangered infrastructure, decapitation strikes, destruction of terrorist bases, and possibly the integration with multinational operations.

The same logic emphasizing capacity building and the importance of intelligence activities shapes the discussion of the consequences of the counterterrorism law. At this stage, creating options for future operations seems to be the priority.
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Future Scenarios: Navigating Risks, Constraints, and Ambitions

Overall, China’s approach to overseas military operations still is characterized by a relative lack of institutionalization. But the country’s expanding global footprint, in particular through BRI, provides a strong incentive for Beijing to improve its crisis-management toolbox. In view of the changing presence of China in international security hotspots and of the new narrative of global military power promoted by Xi Jinping, what could be the preferred next steps to facilitate the PLA’s future overseas deployment? Given China’s current thinking and capacities, what could trigger an overseas military operation, and what would signal a change in practice? Will China further adapt its institutional and legal framework, building on the PLA’s first overseas base at Djibouti and the new counterterrorism law?

It is only a matter of time before the PLA or the PAP is dispatched on new overseas counterterrorism missions. The lesson from the gradual expansion of the global footprint of the PLA and the PAP in the past ten years, from the Gulf of Aden to the Mekong River and the Wakhan Corridor, is that their posture changes in response to crises rather than as part of a plan—even if there is an overarching narrative supporting the idea of gradual expansion.

Therefore, predicting the future footprint of the PLA and the PAP is a matter of predicting the crises that will undermine Chinese overseas interests. Terrorist attacks are high on that list, and the closer they are conducted to places where China already has a military presence, the more likely China is to respond militarily. In greater Central Asia, an attack against a BRI infrastructure project on a large enough scale could provoke China to retaliate against the individuals or the group that carried out the operation. Such operations could take the form of air strikes, including with armed drones, or targeted killings conducted by special forces. The PLA would activate the counterterrorism law and work through the QCCM or the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) to obtain political endorsement. If the operation took place in Tajikistan, China would seek the endorsement of the local government and of Russia. Institutions such as the QCCM and the SCO would prove their value in such a scenario. However, the case of Pakistan—the country where Chinese nationals have suffered the largest number of attacks in the past decade—clearly shows China’s preference for relying on the security measures that local military and law enforcement can offer. It is only when such arrangements are no longer possible that the PLA can be expected to be dispatched.

A second scenario of overseas deployment that builds on the past record of PLA operations is noncombatant evacuations under complex security conditions. Evacuations are now the standard response to overseas crises, but China has never had to conduct such an operation from a zone controlled by hostile forces. Evacuations of diplomatic personnel from embassies under siege and operations to release hostages also likely would be part of the PLA’s and the PAP’s future playbooks. For such operations, the counterterrorism law is a sufficient basis.

There are two possible scenarios for the building of China’s next overseas base. The conservative scenario is a replication of the Djibouti modus operandi whereby no additional bases would be built unless China could present a convincing narrative to the world framing the protection of its overseas interests as a responsible contribution to international security. Such an approach would prevent China from setting up a military presence in Cambodia or Vanuatu, where a responsible security stakeholder narrative would be impossible to promote. The alternative scenario is an aggressive base-building approach driven by geopolitics and strategic rivalry with the United
States that goes far beyond the logic of protecting overseas interests. Such an approach would be extremely costly for China.

Black swans will also play a role in China’s future course of action regarding overseas bases. The possibility of a terrorist attack leading to a military intervention and then the decision to establish a permanent base is real. China will have to gradually transform itself into a credible security partner for countries to accept hosting a Chinese base on their soil. A violent act of piracy against a Chinese ship in the Gulf of Guinea could provide the basis for such a scenario to unfold.

The future institutionalization of China’s global military footprint will thus likely be crisis-driven in the sense that it will be heavily shaped by events. But another driver for change will be the current emphasis on laws, rules, and regulations—the rule-by-law approach to governance under Xi (to be distinguished from the rule-of-law model). This distinction also exists in Chinese language. While both terms are pronounced “fazhi,” the “zhi” in “rule of law” indicates that the law is the ultimate reference in the hierarchy of governance, whereas in “rule by law” the executive branch rules through administrative regulations and other legal documents. Chinese scholars call for legal clarity and a more comprehensive set of regulations to better frame future overseas operations. For example, Wang Xinjian argues that China should “accelerate the process of constructing laws and regulations governing overseas military operations.” This approach is centered on internal administrative regulations and stresses the importance of clarity and predictability regarding not only the cost of military operations overseas and the training of personnel involved in those operations but also the rules governing naval escorts, counterterrorism missions, and HADR. Wang recommends that China should pay particular attention to expanding the number and scope of existing bilateral agreements that will affect the conduct of overseas deployments. The “entry of military ships and planes into the airspace and territorial seas of partner countries” should be governed by “clear principles and operating procedures.”

In sum, the ingredients exist for future overseas military operations: growing capacities, strong political support, an expansionist narrative centered on the defense of overseas interests, a new posture on military basing, and the risks inherent to China’s increasing international human and economic footprint in BRI countries. The military domain remains an area in which politics prevail over rules and regulations, and international crises and geopolitics will be the decisive determinants of any decision taken in Beijing to deploy the PLA or the PAP overseas.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This essay examines the space and cyberspace components of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and assesses their role in the expanding scope of BRI as well as in China’s broader efforts to protect its economic and security interests.

MAIN ARGUMENT

Chinese strategists view space and cyberspace as domains that have become critical to economic development as well as to defense and national security objectives. From their point of view, Chinese economic and security interests increasingly extend into space and cyberspace, and these domains are becoming a growing focus of international competition. Consequently, China must enhance its ability to use space and cyberspace to its advantage while preventing an adversary from exploiting any potential Chinese vulnerabilities in these areas. Space systems (and related applications) and information and communications technology (ICT) are also areas in which Chinese officials anticipate considerable demand for investment in many BRI countries. Indeed, China’s proposed Belt and Road Space Information Corridor, which features applications and services related to navigation and positioning, remote sensing, weather, and communications satellites, and the Digital Silk Road, which focuses on the development of communications networks, smart cities, and e-commerce activities, are emerging as important components of BRI. Beijing appears to view the two initiatives as means of expanding its economic and political influence in parts of the world that it sees as increasingly important to its interests.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

• BRI projects related to space and cyberspace could increase participating countries’ economic dependence on China in ways that might give Beijing even greater leverage over them.

• Growing reliance on ICT provided by Chinese companies with close ties to China’s military and intelligence services could also exacerbate security risks for recipient countries, including some U.S. allies and partners.

• The U.S. and allies such as Japan and Australia could respond to the space and cyber components of China’s BRI by offering to provide innovative space capabilities, ICT investments, and cybersecurity assistance to key participants as an alternative to reliance on Chinese space systems and communications networks.
This essay examines the space and cyberspace components of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)—the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor and the Digital Silk Road—and assesses their role in the seemingly ever-expanding scope of BRI, as well as in China’s broader efforts to protect its economic and security interests. Beijing’s determination to extend BRI from the maritime and terrestrial domains into space and cyberspace should come as no surprise. Chinese strategists are increasingly concerned about protecting China’s economic and security interests in these important domains.¹

Reflecting this growing awareness of how China’s interests extend into space and cyberspace, official documents, speeches by top leaders, and articles by strategists, scholars, and analysts highlight space and cyberspace as domains that have become critical not only for China’s economic development but also for its defense and national security objectives. For example, China’s 2015 white paper on military strategy assesses that “outer space has become a commanding height in international strategic competition” and indicates that the country will “deal with security threats and challenges in that domain, and secure its space assets to serve its national economic and social development, and maintain outer space security.”² Similarly, the military strategy white paper states that “cyberspace has become a new pillar of economic and social development, and a new domain of national security,” and argues that China must respond by enhancing its cyber capabilities to “stem major cyber crises, ensure national network and information security, and maintain national security and social stability.”³

Space systems (and related applications) and information and communications technology (ICT) are also areas in which Chinese officials and analysts anticipate considerable demand for investment in many of the BRI countries. Beijing’s emphasis on these domains thus dovetails nicely with its vision for the initiative. Indeed, the growing focus on the space and digital components of BRI was also foreshadowed in key policy documents several years ago. Perhaps most notably, China’s March 2015 white paper on BRI placed space and digital connectivity among the top “cooperation priorities.”⁴ Specifically, the white paper stated: “We should jointly advance the construction of cross-border optical cables and other communications trunk line networks, improve international communications connectivity, and create an Information Silk Road. We should build bilateral cross-border optical cable networks at a quicker pace, plan transcontinental submarine optical cable projects, and improve spatial (satellite) information passageways to expand information exchanges and cooperation.”⁵

Some observers have dismissed the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor and Digital Silk Road as reflecting a lack of priorities in an initiative that has seemingly ballooned from the originally envisioned Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st Century Maritime Silk Road to include outer space, cyberspace, and even the Arctic. For its part, Beijing seems to view the space and cyber components as important not only in terms of expanding Chinese influence within the
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context of BRI but also because they support China’s pursuit of its economic and security interests more generally.

Although China’s Belt and Road Space Information Corridor and Digital Silk Road initiatives may be somewhat vaguely defined, they consist of a number of substantial undertakings in areas from increasing the reliance of BRI countries on Chinese space systems to constructing fiber-optic cable networks connecting key regions. They also could have important implications for the economic and security interests of the United States and its allies and partners. These space and cyberspace initiatives could increase economic dependence on China in ways that give it even greater leverage over participating countries. Moreover, growing reliance on ICT provided by Chinese companies with close ties to China’s military and intelligence services could exacerbate security risks for recipient countries. Consequently, China’s pursuit of the space and cyberspace goals of BRI is likely to come into conflict with the interests of the United States and some of its allies and partners. Washington thus will need to be prepared to work with concerned countries to respond to these initiatives. Specifically, the United States and allies such as Japan and Australia could try to provide an alternative to Chinese space systems and information networks by enhancing their own cooperation in these domains with key countries along Belt and Road routes.

The remainder of the essay is organized as follows. The next section examines the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor, while the subsequent section evaluates the Digital Silk Road. The conclusion then assesses the implications of these initiatives and considers some potential future developments.

**China’s Belt and Road Space Information Corridor**

**The Goals of the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor**

China aims to become a space power second to none because of the importance of space to the pursuit of its broader economic and security goals.\(^6\) The strategic goals of the space program are articulated in a December 2016 white paper. According to the white paper, Beijing aims “to build China into a space power in all respects,” which includes the ability to innovate independently, make cutting edge scientific discoveries, promote “strong and sustained economic and social development,” and “effectively and reliably guarantee national security.”\(^7\) The white paper links the achievement of these goals to “the realization of the Chinese Dream of the renewal of the Chinese nation.” China has made remarkable progress in this direction in recent years by greatly improving its capabilities in areas such as launch systems and facilities; telemetry, tracking, and command; earth observation, navigation and positioning, communications, and technology demonstration satellites; manned spaceflight; and deep space exploration.\(^8\)

The December 2016 white paper also highlights the importance of international space exchanges and cooperation, including “strengthening bilateral and multilateral cooperation.”\(^9\) Moreover, it
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indicates that one of the “key areas” for future international cooperation is “construction of the Belt and Road Initiative Space Information Corridor.”

Earlier that year, in October 2016 the State Administration for Science, Technology and Industry (SASTIND) and the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) jointly issued a document entitled “Guiding Opinions on Accelerating the Construction and Application of the ‘Belt and Road’ Spatial Information Corridor.” The document indicates that it will take approximately ten years to “basically complete” China’s ambitious vision for the program, with a focus on Southeast Asia, South Asia, Central Asia, and North Africa, and extending into Oceania, Central and Eastern Europe, and other parts of Africa.

Given the importance of space in Chinese thinking about national security and economic development, and the emphasis that Xi Jinping is attaching to BRI as a vehicle for promoting China’s interests and enhancing its influence in the diplomatic, economic, and security spheres, it should come as no surprise that Beijing’s ambitious plans in the space domain dovetail with the implementation of the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor. Although some observers have dismissed the inclusion of an outer space component in BRI as emblematic of an “everything but the kitchen sink” approach that suggests a lack of strategic focus, Chinese statements and publications indicate that the corridor is important not only in terms of the role it plays in BRI but also because of its alignment with China’s pursuit of space-related economic and security interests.

One relatively early indicator of China’s intent to link space to BRI was the convening of the October 2015 meeting of the Asia-Pacific Space Cooperation Organization (APSCO) in Beijing. The theme of the meeting was “the Belt and Road Initiative for facilitating the space capabilities building of the Asia-Pacific countries.” The APSCO meeting declaration highlighted an agreement among the member countries that China’s “objective of jointly building a community of shared interests, responsibility and destiny” as part of BRI “conforms to the mission of APSCO, and the Space Based Integrated Information Corridor concept proposed by China is consistent with the vision of development and cooperation of APSCO and its Member States.”

A few months later, during an April 2016 briefing marking China’s first National Space Flight Day, Xu Dazhe, who serves concurrently as vice minister of China’s Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, administrator of SASTIND, and administrator of the China National Space Administration (CNSA), highlighted the country’s interest in developing the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor in the context of its growing set of space-related international cooperation activities.

Xu’s remarks, as well as his concurrent service in positions related to the information technology industry, defense industry, and space program, suggested that China sees the initiative as one that has implications for both its economic and national security interests. The involvement of SASTIND and aerospace industry officials in events related to the space information corridor also highlights these linkages. For example, at a seminar in September 2017, officials from SASTIND, CNSA, and China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation discussed how China’s development of advanced navigation and positioning, communications, and remote-sensing
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satellites would help support the space information corridor. Similarly, in December 2017, SASTIND and the NDRC jointly organized a meeting at which they highlighted how the corridor would “speed up the pace of China’s aerospace ‘going out’ and provide strong spatial information support and a strong guarantee for the construction of the ‘Belt and Road’.”

**Areas of Emphasis and Opportunities for International Cooperation**

One of the most important of China’s BRI-related projects is the Beidou satellite navigation system. The system not only is a key element of the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor but in a broader sense also is a cornerstone of China’s efforts to develop modern space capabilities. According to a June 2016 white paper, for China developing its own navigation satellite system is crucial both from a national security perspective because of the capabilities this technology provides to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and from the standpoint of China’s economic and social development. The white paper states that the Beidou system “has been independently constructed and operated by China with an eye on the needs of the country’s national security and economic and social development.” Moreover, it describes the system as “space infrastructure of national significance” and states that Beijing’s goal for its development is to provide “all-time, all-weather and high-accuracy positioning, navigation and timing services to global users.”

The Beidou system is reportedly intended to provide “the digital glue for the roads, railways, ports and industrial parks China intends to build on terra firma.” China thus appears to view it as an important component of a strategy for implementing BRI, one that is intended to further integrate the countries along the Belt and Road routes into a vision for the achievement of China’s regional and eventually global economic and security objectives. As Saadia Pekkanen observes, China “is serious about integrating space-based platforms in its terrestrial Belt-and-Road drive, and is going about it in a methodical and surprisingly open fashion.” In particular, the white paper on the Beidou satellite navigation system indicates that China’s plans to enhance international cooperation related to the system include using it “to serve the development of the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road.” As part of a phased development plan that will turn Beidou from a regional into a global system over the next several years, China’s objective is “to provide basic services to the countries along the Belt and Road and in neighboring regions by 2018, and to complete the constellation deployment with the launching
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of 35 satellites by 2020 to provide services to global users.”

This strategy not only supports BRI but also is part of a plan to internationalize the Beidou navigation system.

China seems to view the extension of Beidou system services to countries along the Belt and Road routes as a means of competing with GPS, as well as with the Russian GLONASS and European Galileo satellite navigation systems. Pekkanen notes that “as [Beidou] usage spreads, it means that billions of people in the Belt-and-Road region might be using it (not say, GPS) to guide themselves to that restaurant across town, locate a historical site, avoid traffic, carry out their financial transactions, pinpoint their loved ones, and so on. Their mobile phones and tablets will all be empowered by a fleet of China-centered satellites.”

Chinese official media reports indicated that Beidou was scheduled to cover all countries along the Belt and Road routes by the end of 2018.

Although the Beidou satellite navigation system plays a central role in China’s plans for the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor, the initiative is not limited to the Beidou system. According to a presentation by the director of the International Cooperation Department of the CNSA, Beijing’s plans for the corridor include navigation satellites, remote-sensing satellites, weather satellites, communications satellites, data-relay satellites, ground stations, data centers, and other ground application systems.

Some of the systems described that are already in service and supporting BRI countries include weather satellites. For example, the People’s Daily reports that by May 2017 China’s Fengyun weather satellites were already providing data to at least nineteen countries.

In June 2018, China launched the Fengyun-2H meteorological satellite, which will enhance services available to BRI countries, according to industry reports. According to the People’s Daily, China National Space Administration “is discussing possibilities for a network featuring space and ground integration, which is expected to enormously boost China’s capability to providing satellite service to the Belt and Road countries.”

In addition, Chinese officials have indicated that China’s aerospace industry would provide launch services, help with the construction of ground stations, and offer training for technical personnel from BRI countries.

China has identified a number of applications that it expects the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor to support. These applications include agriculture, disaster relief, port operations, telemedicine, transportation, financial services, and urban planning, among others, according to Chinese publications and the CNSA presentation. Additionally, some Chinese sources list emergency rescue, counterterrorism, and peacekeeping operations among the potential applications, highlighting the importance of the initiative for the PLA.

22 The white paper states: “In line with the Belt and Road Initiative, China will jointly build satellite navigation augmentation systems with relevant nations, provide highly accurate satellite navigation, positioning and timing services, improve the overseas BDS service performances, and promote international applications of navigation technologies. China will also carry out application demonstrations in the fields of transportation, tourism, maritime application, disaster reduction and relief, and agriculture, and boost application on a large scale, through establishing an operation and service platform for highly accurate satellite navigation, positioning and timing services.” Ibid.
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China has also established a series of international partnerships along with the creation of the space information corridor and appears to see it as one of many useful components of BRI diplomacy. As the *People’s Daily* states, “China is expanding its ‘circle of friends’ among the Belt and Road countries by taking an active role in serving those countries with advanced space technologies.” The corridor involves dozens of agreements between China and participating countries. According to the *People’s Daily*, by May 2017 China had signed at least 23 agreements with BRI countries, including India, Indonesia, Pakistan, and Russia. China is also conducting related training and exchanges with a number of countries and has signed BRI-related agreements with international and multilateral organizations. In June 2018, for example, it signed a declaration of intent to cooperate on the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor with the UN Office for Outer Space Affairs. China also cooperates on the corridor with APSCO.

**China’s Digital Silk Road**

As with outer space, China views the cyber domain as increasingly critical for economic and national security reasons. At the National Cybersecurity and Informatization Work Conference in April 2018, Xi Jinping emphasized the importance of this domain, stating that China “must grasp the historical opportunities of informationization development, strengthen positive propaganda on the internet, maintain network security, promote breakthroughs in the development of core technologies in the information field, bring into play the leading role of information technology in economic and social development, strengthen the military-civil integration in the field of network information, and actively participate in cyberspace.” As Joe McReynolds observes, however, “despite recent advances in Chinese IT, key state-of-the-art networking technologies are still advanced primarily in the West, and the bulk of the Internet’s core architecture is controlled by the United States and its allies.” China views this situation as “an intolerable ‘network hegemony’ imposed by the United States and others.” Beijing is determined to revise this unfavorable status quo because of its economic and national security implications. Indeed, as Xi has emphasized, Beijing’s efforts in this regard are aimed at transforming China into a comprehensive “cyber power.”

In terms of economic development, ICT is seen as essential not only for China’s own growth but also as a means of extending its economic influence regionally and globally. Beijing has facilitated the development of this technology in a variety of ways, such as by promoting standards favorable to Chinese economic and political interests, advocating concepts that are associated with
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censorship and control of the internet, and supporting key Chinese companies, including some with close ties to the PLA and the intelligence and security services.

The national security reasons for emphasizing the cyber domain include both external and internal security concerns. Xi has stated that “without network security, there would be no national security, there would be no stable economic and social operations, and it would be difficult to guarantee the interests of the broad masses of the people.”\(^\text{38}\) From a national defense perspective, Chinese military strategists assess that the struggle for information dominance will greatly influence the outcome of future wars. The PLA is thus focusing on gaining the upper hand in what it calls the “network military struggle,” a concept that includes network reconnaissance and offensive and defensive network warfare.\(^\text{39}\) Although China has made major strides in its cyberwarfare capabilities, it still sees itself as occupying a relatively disadvantageous position in this domain. Chinese leaders also view controlling the online environment within China as a domestic security imperative. Accordingly, Beijing has invested heavily in a variety of means of control aimed at censoring content and limiting the potential use of cyberspace to facilitate organized opposition to the Chinese Communist Party.

The Goals of the Digital Silk Road

The largely unspoken goal of the Digital Silk Road seems to be increasing Chinese economic and political influence in the area of ICT along the Belt and Road routes, an undertaking that is already well underway in Southeast Asia.\(^\text{40}\) The official goals China has articulated publicly, however, are relatively vague and broad. Chinese officials have linked this initiative to broader objectives, such as promoting China’s transformation into a “network great power” and “enhancing China’s voice and influence in the network space globally.”\(^\text{41}\) Media reports indicate that some of the specific objectives associated with the Digital Silk Road include building digital infrastructure, enhancing cybersecurity, and creating a “community of common destiny in cyberspace.”\(^\text{42}\)

Official documents and statements generally track with these broad goals, but they tend to be somewhat vague with respect to the details. The concept of a digital silk road was raised in the March 2015 white paper, suggesting that Beijing views it as an important component of BRI.\(^\text{43}\) The concept has come up in comments by senior Chinese officials on a number of subsequent occasions. In July 2015, for example, Lu Wei, then the head of the Cyberspace Administration of China, told the China-EU digital cooperation roundtable in Brussels that China was keen to invest in the information infrastructure of BRI countries because of the “infinite opportunities” available to Chinese companies. China would thus “build a digital Silk Road, a Silk Road in cyberspace,” Lu said. Later that month, the vice minister of the Cyberspace Administration of China, Ren Xianliang, called for Chinese technology companies to serve an anticipated market
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of more than a billion internet users, businesses, and other customers along the Belt and Road routes. More recently, the joint communiqué issued upon completion of the Belt and Road Forum held in Beijing in May 2017 highlighted similar themes, calling for “supporting innovation action plans for e-commerce, digital economy, smart cities and science and technology parks.” Similarly, the joint communiqué issued after the close of the second Belt and Road Forum in April 2019 pledged to “encourage digital infrastructure including transnational fiber-optic highways, promoting e-commerce and smart cities, and helping narrow the digital divide while drawing on international good practices.”

**Areas of Emphasis and Opportunities for International Cooperation**

The Digital Silk Road consists of projects around the world worth a total of about $79 billion, according to RWR Advisory Group, with the top countries in terms of estimated spending being India ($5.9 billion), Mexico ($4.5 billion), and Malaysia ($3.7 billion). There appear to be a considerable number of areas of emphasis under the larger umbrella of the Digital Silk Road. Some of the main areas of emphasis appear to include fiber-optic cables, telecom equipment, smart cities and surveillance technology, internet-connected appliances, and e-commerce. Xi and other Chinese leaders have mentioned a number of other areas as well. For example, in a May 2017 speech at the Belt and Road Forum, Xi highlighted the importance of strengthening cooperation in areas such as the digital economy, artificial intelligence, nanotechnology, quantum computers, big data, cloud computing, and smart cities, highlighting the wide range of technologies and initiatives that appear to be linked to the Digital Silk Road in one way or another. Although some pronouncements are vague and offer little in the way of detail beyond lists of related technologies, many projects are already underway. Rachel Brown observes that “state-owned enterprises including China Telecom, China Unicom, and China Mobile have already embarked on OBOR-related projects and are building out the infrastructure to underlie the digital new silk road.”

One particularly prominent area of emphasis is the construction of fiber-optic cable networks. RWR Advisory Group estimates that China is installing fiber-optic cables in 76 countries. For example, China Mobile is building fiber-optic networks linking China to countries such as Myanmar, Nepal, and Kyrgyzstan, and Huawei has signed a contract to develop a fiber-optic network linking Pakistan, Djibouti, and Kenya. In addition, Huawei and ZTE are undertaking
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fiber-optic cable network projects in Afghanistan.\(^5\) Another area of emphasis is “smart cities,” a term that refers to the use of ICT to improve the management of everything from mass transit to policing. Chinese companies are working on smart city initiatives and surveillance technology projects in 56 countries, including Malaysia, Kenya, Germany, and the Philippines.\(^5\) The controversial Chinese company ZTE appears to be particularly focused on smart city projects in BRI countries.\(^5\) RWR Advisory Group estimates that Chinese companies are also involved in telecom equipment projects in 21 countries and projects related to internet-connected appliances in 27 countries.\(^6\) Still another area of emphasis under the Digital Silk Road is e-commerce. Major Chinese e-commerce companies like Alibaba and JD.com have ambitious plans to expand overseas, including in BRI countries.\(^7\)

China has also emphasized international cooperation agreements related to the Digital Silk Road. For example, Huawei is running a number of programs in Africa, including one that brings college students from Uganda to China for ICT training.\(^8\) Additionally, China convened the International Cooperation Along the Digital Silk Road Forum at the December 2017 World Internet Conference in Zhejiang Province.\(^9\) The meeting was hosted by the NDRC and attended by government officials as well as business representatives from a number of countries. It resulted in the issuance of a declaration on the Belt and Road Digital Economic International Cooperation Initiative signed by participants from China, Laos, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Thailand, Turkey, and the United Arab Emirates. As Shazeda Ahmed notes, however, the agreement was long on “rhetoric about closing the digital divide, lowering market barriers to international e-commerce, and constructing high-speed Internet infrastructure,” but offered few details about important issues such as funding and implementation.\(^10\)

**Conclusion**

The Belt and Road Space Information Corridor and the Digital Silk Road are emerging as important components of BRI. Beijing appears to view the two initiatives as further means of expanding its economic and political influence in parts of the world that it sees as increasingly important to Chinese interests. The space information corridor is important not only in terms of supporting China’s goals for BRI and its space industry generally but also in terms of enhancing its situational awareness and protecting Chinese security interests in the BRI countries. For example, Chinese analyst He Qisong concludes that Beijing should enhance its advanced reconnaissance satellite capabilities to improve its understanding of potential security threats along the Belt
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and Road routes. He also points out that further improvements to Chinese communications and weather satellite capabilities will be necessary to support the PLA. Finally, he suggests that China needs to pursue “the establishment of satellite ground stations in key regions and countries” as “strategic fulcrums.”

With respect to the Digital Silk Road, Rachel Brown observes that “many aspects of the concept are a natural extension of the ‘going out’ policies pursued by Chinese telecommunications companies and could fill unmet needs for digital connectivity; greater connectivity could in turn open new markets for Chinese firms in e-commerce and other areas.” As these examples indicate, China’s pursuit of BRI space and cyber initiatives aligns well with its domestic and international priorities. At the same time, however, the prospects for these initiatives are uncertain, and China is likely to face some obstacles moving forward.

**Potential Challenges and Obstacles**

The greatest challenge China is likely to face as it attempts to promote the spread of Chinese space and information technology systems is that its actions will heighten existing tensions with the United States and a number of other countries in Europe and the Indo-Pacific region. The ongoing battles over controversial issues such as Huawei’s participation in the development of 5G networks highlight the likely role of advanced technology as a primary source of U.S.-China competition going forward. Additionally, technology issues are emerging as major subjects of contention with Australia, New Zealand, Germany, and the United Kingdom, among other countries, illustrating the extent to which Beijing’s pursuit of its space and cyber initiatives under BRI could exacerbate friction in its bilateral relationships.

With respect to the space information corridor in particular, one potential challenge is diplomatic friction arising from the establishment of new satellite ground stations beyond China’s borders. As He Qisong points out, building such facilities could turn out to be a “thorny political issue that needs to be solved with wisdom.” The controversy over China’s satellite ground station in Argentina illustrates some of the ways in which this could be replicated elsewhere if China were to establish additional space-related facilities in BRI countries. Future overseas satellite ground stations could become sources of controversy in relations with the host countries, especially if China is secretive about the facilities and their missions. The satellite ground stations could also become points of contention in China’s relationships with other major powers, or between other major powers and the countries hosting the Chinese facilities, especially if China uses them for defense or intelligence purposes.

China is also likely to encounter potentially serious challenges as it attempts to implement its vision for the Digital Silk Road. These could go well beyond the suspicions about reliance on Chinese technology and the pushback these concerns are creating in the United States and other countries. As Brown points out, the initiative “looks less like a cohesive concept and more like a
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catchall phrase,” one that China seems to be applying to a wide range of unrelated endeavors.\textsuperscript{66} Additionally, according to Wu Wenyuan, “engineered in a top-down fashion and reflecting political rhetoric, the Digital Silk Road ignores institutional weaknesses in underdeveloped partner countries.”\textsuperscript{67} For example, “rampant corruption” in many BRI countries, such as Bangladesh, Kenya, Cameroon, and Zimbabwe, will likely create major problems. As a result, Wu argues, Chinese companies may find that their investments will not work out as they had hoped.\textsuperscript{68}

**Implications for the United States and Its Allies and Partners**

China’s incorporation of space and cyberspace into BRI could have important implications for the economic and security interests of the United States and its allies and partners. Even if China is only partially successful in implementing the Belt and Road Space Information Corridor and the Digital Silk Road, they could help Beijing expand its influence, potentially at the expense of the economic and security interests of the United States. Indeed, analysts are already expressing concerns about the possibility that the initiatives could increase economic dependence on China in ways that give Beijing even greater leverage over participating countries. The growing reliance of these countries on technology provided by Chinese companies with close ties to the PLA and Chinese intelligence agencies could also exacerbate security risks.

Malcom Davis assesses that countries participating in China’s space information corridor initiatives will “become dependent on Chinese-provided space services.”\textsuperscript{69} As a result, China’s regional influence is likely to grow as BRI countries become increasingly reliant on Chinese space systems for important applications related to economic growth and national security. The development of the corridor could also lead to the establishment of Chinese space facilities in participating countries. China has already established space-related facilities overseas. In December 2016, Beijing opened the China Remote Sensing Satellite North Polar Ground Station in Kiruna, Sweden.\textsuperscript{70} In addition, as mentioned above, it has established a satellite ground station in the Patagonia region of Argentina.\textsuperscript{71} New ground stations could be relevant to various aspects of China’s space program, but they could also enhance the PLA’s C4ISR capabilities (command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance). Indeed, C4ISR is an important area of emphasis of China’s ongoing military reforms, as reflected in the establishment of the PLA Strategic Support Force to oversee space and network warfare capabilities.

The Digital Silk Road raises what could be even more serious concerns. China’s influence could allow Beijing to promote preferred standards in ways that would give Chinese state-owned and private companies important commercial advantages. It could also leverage the involvement of these Chinese companies in the construction of information infrastructure and communications networks for the purpose of collecting intelligence. As Nyshka Chandran observes, participating
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countries could benefit from the development of new communications networks, but “many fear Beijing could use those tools for electronic surveillance.” Indeed, the expansion of Chinese infrastructure and networks could be accompanied by an increase in Chinese capabilities for intelligence collection—and perhaps network disruption—along the Digital Silk Road. It could also extend the reach of the Chinese intelligence services’ attempts to locate individuals or follow behavior patterns beyond China’s borders. Finally, Chinese internet sovereignty concepts and content control capabilities could influence some BRI countries to adopt policy positions favorable to China and to enhance their own domestic surveillance and censorship capabilities.

The United States and its allies and partners have a number of options for responding to these challenges. With respect to space services, the United States and some of its key allies enjoy important advantages in large part because of their dynamic commercial space industries. This gives them a strong foundation to compete with China by offering to provide innovative capabilities in areas such as navigation and positioning, communications, remote sensing, and reusable launch to BRI countries as an alternative to reliance on Chinese space systems. As for offering alternatives to Chinese ICT companies, the United States and allies such as Japan and Australia could encourage their own ICT companies to increase their investments in key BRI countries, such as Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand, and promote cybersecurity partnerships.

72 Chandran, “Surveillance Fears Cloud China’s ‘Digital Silk Road.’”
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This essay examines the linkage between the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and China's development of military expeditionary capabilities and assesses the challenges that the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) faces in building an expeditionary force capable of securing BRI investments and protecting Chinese citizens overseas.

MAIN ARGUMENT

The PLA has been developing expeditionary military capabilities for over a decade, driven by China’s expanding global footprint. BRI adds to the security and operational challenges the PLA will encounter and increases the urgency to develop an expeditionary force capable of flexible and sustained deployment overseas. Potential contingencies along the Belt and Road routes include border skirmishes, maritime incidents, regional or host country unrest, and attacks on infrastructure. The PLA faces a range of challenges as it develops expeditionary capabilities to prepare for these contingencies, including the lack of trained personnel; insufficient command, control, and coordination of expeditionary missions, both within the PLA and with other countries’ forces; and the need for long-range logistics.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- Given that the PLA had already been focused on improving its expeditionary capabilities, BRI does not appear to have changed the overall trajectory of its expeditionary force development.
- The PLA’s focus on far-seas maritime capabilities likely means that its ability to conduct missions for BRI contingencies with a maritime component is more developed than its ability to conduct land-based missions. The PLA has not yet had to undertake a sustained deployment of ground forces overseas and would be challenged by a land-based contingency.
- The PLA will likely be faced with non-maritime contingencies in the future, particularly along its borders, which could lead it to augment its border security capabilities.
- Areas for expeditionary force improvement include personnel and command training, the development of better-connected logistics systems, and greater emphasis on the coordination of forces overseas through bureaucratic structures and the new theater command structure.
China’s interests beyond East Asia—which include protecting the millions of Chinese citizens living abroad, preserving access to energy resources, and securing critical shipping lanes—increasingly require the development of an expeditionary military force that goes beyond the current abilities of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). Chinese military operations outside East Asia have been relatively limited to date; however, the PLA is steadily improving its expeditionary capabilities and has engaged in humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR), noncombatant evacuation operations (NEOs), counterpiracy operations, and peacekeeping missions.

The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) has increased the strategic and operational security challenges for the PLA. The PLA’s expeditionary capabilities are considered by most Western analysts to be incipient but growing. Despite significant improvements in overseas capabilities over the past decade, particularly in the maritime realm, the PLA is still somewhat limited in the sustained use of its expeditionary force, particularly for larger or more complex operations far from China’s shores. As BRI evolves, the potential for overseas security concerns to require Chinese military presence or capabilities will increase, raising the question of how the PLA will choose to shape its expeditionary capabilities.

To explore the answer to that question, this essay first examines the key drivers of PLA expeditionary capabilities and their connection to BRI. The next two sections then discuss potential BRI contingencies and the expeditionary capabilities that the PLA currently has with which to address them. The essay ends with an assessment of the challenges that the PLA faces with its expeditionary force development, potential areas of improvement, and implications.

BRI and the Drivers of PLA Expeditionary Capabilities

In order to fully examine how BRI is affecting the development of the PLA’s expeditionary capabilities, we must first look at the drivers of those capabilities and their connection to BRI. The drivers are fourfold: the “China dream,” which envisions the revitalization of the country as a great power; China’s expanding involvement in international affairs; increased pressure on China to be a provider of security for the international community; and domestic expectations for the protection of Chinese citizens and interests abroad.

The China Dream

Xi Jinping has outlined a vision for China’s revitalization as a great power, referred to as the China dream. This dream lays out policy objectives to ensure economic prosperity, social stability, and an overall higher quality of life for citizens of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). It also contains policy objectives related to expanding the country’s national power, including
modernizing the military and shaping the international environment. The vision includes a high degree of economic integration through initiatives such as BRI, the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, proposed regional free trade agreements, and the development of expeditionary military capabilities to protect overseas investments.

**Expanding Involvement in International Affairs**

As China expands its economic profile, its involvement in international security affairs has also grown, reflecting an increasing willingness on the part of the PRC leadership to use the country’s economic and political influence to shape the international security environment. But China’s ability to do so is at least partially predicated on the maintenance of a strong military that can be anywhere at any time and can stay indefinitely. It also requires a greater willingness to use that military should the need arise. China’s expanding international engagement thus requires the capacity for flexible deployment and a sustained military presence.

There are some recent examples of PRC leaders sending the PLA into longer-term dangerous or unstable situations in areas overseas where China has significant interests or wants to shape outcomes. For example, in 2015 the PLA for the first time deployed troops for peacekeeping operations in South Sudan, an area where China has energy interests and political influence. The deployment has so far resulted in several tense standoffs and the death of at least two PLA soldiers. Despite this, China has remained a significant participant in UN peacekeeping operations in Africa, contributing the largest number of forces among the permanent members of the UN Security Council and funding around 10% of the peacekeeping operation budget in 2018.

In addition, the PLA built its first overseas military base in Djibouti, which Chinese officials say will provide a logistics hub for PLA counterpiracy missions and UN peacekeeping operations in Africa and the Middle East. However, the PLA has permanently stationed a Marine Corps unit at the base, and PLA troops have engaged in exercises to defend and protect Chinese facilities. For example, in 2017, troops conducted several live-fire drills in the surrounding desert to “explore a new training model for Chinese overseas garrisons,” which require military protection. In 2018, the PLA conducted a series of exercises aimed at “training for counter-terrorism and defense.” These examples illustrate how the PLA is investing in the capabilities necessary to protect China’s interests and shape the security environment overseas through sustained military presence.
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permanent facilities, such as the base in Djibouti, and continued investment in peacekeeping operations and counterpiracy missions.

**Increased Pressure to Be a Provider of Security for the International Community**

Xi Jinping has publicly stated that the military should play a pivotal role in “the maintenance of international security affairs” and try its best to provide more “public security products to the international community.” This direction is also apparent in official BRI documents. For example, a 2017 document outlined efforts to build new maritime routes and connections, which presumably bring security issues that China would take part in mitigating, such as piracy and drug trafficking. Another aspect of China’s growth as a global power includes the provision of aid to other nations and their citizens when called upon—for example, during natural disasters or conflicts. This has led the PLA to further develop its HADR capabilities, such as through deployment of the hospital ship *Peace Ark* around the globe.

**Domestic Expectations for the Protection of Chinese Citizens and Interests Abroad**

The Chinese public increasingly expects the PLA to protect PRC citizens when an incident occurs overseas, and these expectations are creating greater pressure on the government to send the military abroad. The PLA has been caught off guard in past situations where Chinese citizens were in danger, such as when unrest swept Libya in 2011 and Chinese oil companies were attacked. The PLA’s lack of preparation for such a contingency forced the government to dispatch civilian assets—including charter flights, transport ships, and fishing boats—to rescue its citizens. As BRI projects send more PRC citizens to vulnerable or unstable communities in Central Asia, South Asia, the Middle East, and Africa, the pressure on the PLA to provide capable protection will only increase.

PRC leaders have so far managed domestic expectations by continuing to encourage PLA involvement in multilateral efforts such as counterterrorism, counterpiracy, or UN peacekeeping operations. China also publicizes the capabilities of the PLA by reporting on its participation in military operations such as NEOs—for example, in 2015 in Yemen—and highlighting exercises and deployments that demonstrate its naval and air capabilities in the distant seas. These efforts are combined with the increased use of private security companies for protection and coordination with the host nation for security support.
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BRI Contingencies

Although the imperative for the PLA to build military expeditionary capabilities has been present for quite some time, BRI has heightened the operational and strategic security risks to Chinese interests and increased the urgency for the PLA to further develop these capabilities. The preceding section identified four drivers of this trend. The following section discusses the contingencies that the PLA is most likely to face given potential BRI investments.

Border Security

With fourteen neighbors, China has the most land borders of any country in the world.\(^{15}\) Despite the government’s focus on resolving disputes, several of these borders are still flashpoints for potential crises. In 2017, for example, China and India nearly came to blows along the border at Doklam in the Himalayas. Though conflict was avoided, the border remains tense and is an area of potential conflict.\(^{16}\) The border with North Korea also remains a concern for Beijing because of the potential for refugees to enter China should North Korea become unstable. For decades, the Sino-Russian border was also fraught with conflict—the two sides nearly fought a war in 1969 over the border—until an agreement in 2008 finally resolved the dispute.\(^{17}\) These are just a few examples of how border security has been a top priority for decades. To address this threat, the PLA has focused on honing its capabilities to conduct border protection in remote or harsh environments, such as in Xinjiang or along the Sino-Indian border, both of which have been sites of high-altitude training.\(^{18}\)

BRI is slated to expand economic ties with some of the most unstable countries on China’s near periphery, including Uzbekistan and Tajikistan in Central Asia and Pakistan and Afghanistan in South Asia. The government’s heightened concern over border security in those areas is reflected in PLA training exercises over the past several years, such as joint border security exercises with Tajikistan focused on terrorism on the Tajik-Afghan border.\(^{19}\) Chinese security analysts also discuss the possibility that the threat from the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) in Afghanistan could spill into Xinjiang, and there have been reports of “joint law enforcement” patrols along the China-Afghan border.\(^{20}\) The border with Pakistan is also a concern because the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a cornerstone of BRI.

Maritime Security

As it expands its maritime footprint abroad, China must also consider the security of sea lines of communication (SLOCs), maritime trade routes, and overseas ports and bases. The new

\(^{15}\) China borders North Korea, Russia, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Nepal, Bhutan, Myanmar, Laos, and Vietnam.


\(^{20}\) This finding is based on the author’s conversations with Chinese academics and think-tank experts; and Ministry of National Defense (PRC), Press Conference, February 23, 2017, http://eng.mod.gov.cn/Press/2017-02/24/content_4773551.htm. Defense officials did not deny the military patrols along the Afghan border, though they did deny that Chinese military vehicles entered Afghanistan to conduct the patrols.
“maritime Silk Road” passes through regional hotspots such as the South China Sea, the Malacca Strait, the Bay of Bengal, and the North Sea. The opening of these trade routes exposes China to attendant security concerns that require increased expeditionary capabilities to conduct operations such as SLOC protection and counterpiracy.

While security at Chinese-operated ports has so far been handled by a combination of local security forces and private security companies, as BRI expands China’s presence in the maritime realm, the PRC will likely attempt to negotiate agreements to rely more on its own military capabilities. This might include establishing agreements for preferred access to overseas commercial ports and a limited number of PLA logistic facilities collocated with those ports. With respect to the security of overseas bases, as mentioned above, the PLA Marine Corps already has a contingent stationed at the base in Djibouti, which could be used for protection of the facility in the event of an attack. More permanently stationed forces could follow if China expands its military footprint through the development of new bases in countries friendly to China and with similar strategic interests, such as Pakistan.

Local or Regional Unrest and Conflict

Even prior to BRI, China has had to confront local unrest and conflicts that threaten its investments in some of the world’s most dangerous regions. Some of this unrest has resulted in the kidnapping and death of Chinese citizens and threats to Chinese-owned facilities. For example, in 2018 the Ugandan military was ordered to protect Chinese companies following a spate of robberies that cost Chinese investors significant sums of money. In 2015, two Chinese diplomats were shot to death in the Philippines, and that same year seven Chinese nationals were among the 170 hostages taken in Mali.

So far, the PRC has responded either by relying on local security forces to protect citizens or, in some cases, by paying the necessary parties to ensure the safety of kidnapped citizens. However, there have been circumstances requiring a larger military response, such as the widespread unrest in Yemen in 2015 that compelled the PLA to conduct an NEO to evacuate more than five hundred citizens of various countries. As China’s presence expands in areas prone to unrest or conflict, more of these situations could occur on an even larger scale. The PLA has focused efforts on improving its capacity to conduct NEOs through the acquisition of better-equipped surface ships and more capabilities for at-sea replenishment.

Protection of Infrastructure

Many BRI investments are in infrastructure (e.g., factories, pipelines, railways, and roadways). These types of facilities have so far been protected by local security forces and increasingly by
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private security companies. However, should the threat grow too large for the host country to handle, the PLA might try to negotiate agreements to send in its own military forces or join security forces with the host country to protect vulnerable or important infrastructure such as oil and gas pipelines.

Current PLA Expeditionary Capabilities for Addressing BRI Contingencies

The following section examines the expeditionary capabilities that the PLA would likely use to address the above BRI contingencies. They are organized by sea, air, and land power capabilities.

Expeditionary Sea Power

The PLA Navy’s expeditionary capabilities are useful for addressing a range of BRI contingencies, including threats to SLOCs, maritime trade routes, and overseas bases and port facilities. They can also be used in the event of host-country unrest or conflict. Many of the maritime capabilities that would be used for BRI contingencies already have been developed or even deployed in a limited fashion—for example, during the NEOs in Libya and Yemen or the counterpiracy task forces in the Gulf of Aden. However, the PLA’s focus on the maritime domain means that these capabilities are constantly being upgraded, improved, or produced in greater numbers. In addition, China’s base in Djibouti will allow the PLA Navy to have a sustained presence overseas. These improvements suggest that the PLA likely will be able to conduct at least limited sustained maritime operations overseas in the 2025–30 time period. Expeditionary sea-power capabilities include surface combatants, the Marine Corps, amphibious warfare ships, aircraft carriers, and a hospital ship.

Surface combatants. Surface combatants include the new guided-missile destroyers (DDG) and guided-missile frigates (FFG). These substantially increase the PLA Navy’s air-defense, anti-ship, and antisubmarine capabilities and are critical to its ability to expand maritime operations overseas. There are currently 7 Luyang III-class DDGs (Type 052D) deployed, with an estimated 6 more under construction. In addition, the PLA has 24 Jiangkai II-class FFGs (Type 054A), which have been used in counterpiracy missions in the Gulf of Aden and in the NEO in Libya in 2011. China is also constructing the Type 055 Renhai-class guided-missile cruiser. When deployed, it reportedly will be Asia’s largest destroyer and be included in aircraft carrier battle group formations.

Marine Corps. The PLA Navy is expanding the Marine Corps from two brigades and approximately 10,000 personnel to seven brigades with potentially more than 30,000 personnel.
by 2020. The intent appears to be to increasingly use Marine Corps forces for expeditionary missions. A contingent is already stationed at the PLA’s base in Djibouti, and training is ongoing for the protection of port facilities.\(^3\)

According to the U.S. Department of Defense, a newly established Marine Corps headquarters is responsible for “manning, training, and equipping the expanded Marine Corps and, for the first time, the PLANMC has its own commander, although it is still subordinate to the PLAN.”\(^3\)

**Amphibious warfare ships.** The PLA Navy is building up its amphibious ship force to augment expeditionary warfare, HADR, and counterpiracy capabilities. These include four Yuzhao-class (Type 071) amphibious transport docks (LPD), which provide increased capability for long-range operations. Two more LPDs are reportedly under construction.\(^3\)

**Aircraft carriers.** China commissioned the Liaoning aircraft carrier in 2012 and has three domestically built ships in various stages of testing or construction.\(^3\) Although the PLA has yet to conduct full carrier operations, it has been making progress toward that goal. In 2018 the PLA Navy launched a series of exercises on carrier group tactics in the South China Sea that featured the Liaoning.\(^3\) According to Chinese media, modifications to its flight deck and propulsion system, along with intensive personnel training, mean that the Liaoning could potentially be used in combat in the near future.\(^3\) There are also signs that China’s first domestically built carrier, the Type 001A, which conducted sea trials in 2018, will soon be commissioned.\(^3\) The U.S. Department of Defense estimates that the Liaoning will join the PLA Navy’s fleet in 2019 and that the domestically built carrier will be operational by 2022.\(^3\)

**Hospital ship.** The PLA’s hospital ship the Peace Ark deploys around the globe and provides HADR medical capabilities. The ship, for example, deployed to Latin America in June 2018 on the Harmonious Mission 2018.\(^3\)

**Expeditionary Air Power**

The PLA Air Force’s expeditionary capabilities are currently limited and focused on carrying out specific overseas missions. These capabilities have mainly been used for HADR missions or multilateral exercises, but they also could be used to assist the PLA Navy with NEOs or to conduct border security operations as the capabilities improve. Like the other military services,
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the PLA Air Force has been hampered by a lack of facilities overseas, which China has tried to mitigate by building the military base in Djibouti. Given that the PLA’s expeditionary maritime capabilities have been hampered by a lack of strategic airlifts in the past, it is likely that the air force is under pressure to support naval operations with the requisite airlift capabilities by 2025–30. Expeditionary air power capabilities include strategic airlift and airborne capabilities.

**Strategic airlift.** The main unit involved in overseas PLA Air Force operations is the 39th Regiment of the 13th Transport Division, which provides long-range transport and strategic airlift capabilities via its small fleet of Ilyushin IL-76 aircraft. China has fielded its Y-20 large transport aircraft and the world’s largest seaplane, the AG-600, which will supplement and eventually replace the IL-76. The large transports are intended to support airborne command and control, logistics, paradrops, aerial refueling, strategic reconnaissance operations, and HADR missions, and will mostly negate the strategic airlift deficiency that had previously hampered the PLA in its missions abroad.

**Airborne.** The PLA Air Force’s 15th Airborne Corps is China’s primary strategic airborne unit. Although it has mainly been used for regional missions, troops and IL-76 transport planes from the 13th Transport Division sometimes operate together, building on efforts to extend the operational range of airborne troops through paradrop operations and delivery of cargo by air. Its overseas activities to date consisted of paradrops of troops and equipment in bilateral and multilateral exercises as well as regional HADR operations.

**Expeditionary Land Power**

The PLA has never needed to sustain significant ground-force operations far from home. Ground forces are occasionally used during maritime operations that require the application of special operations forces and could be used in the future to provide border security, rescue hostages, or protect valuable infrastructure and facilities. However, for the PLA to truly field and sustain an expeditionary ground force would require improved logistics systems, command and control of overseas forces, and cooperation with host country or multilateral forces. The missions that the PLA conducts with the United Nations assist in training personnel in operations overseas, but only a small percentage of PLA troops participate. Given these challenges, it is unlikely that the PLA would attempt a significant ground force operation overseas before 2030. Rather, the PLA is more likely to continue to field small pockets of ground force capabilities for discrete missions while improving its overall ability to project force inland over long distances. Expeditionary land power capabilities include special operations forces, peacekeeping troops, and border patrol forces.

**Special operations forces.** Special operations forces have mainly been involved in antiterrorism operations and border reconnaissance. They have also been deployed on a limited basis overseas,
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47 This is the author’s estimate only, based on current expeditionary capabilities and the challenges associated with projecting force far inland away from China’s home shores.
such as during the counterpiracy missions in the Gulf of Aden.\(^{48}\) The PLA is reportedly developing its special operations capabilities to build a more flexible and deployable force that can support missions abroad—for example, by freeing hostages or supporting counterterrorism operations with limited or no use of force. As China’s presence under BRI expands, one could imagine a scenario in which Chinese citizens are held hostage and special operations forces are called in to undertake a rescue mission. The PLA has practiced these capabilities in exercises with Russia and the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.\(^{49}\) Special operations forces have so far been hampered, like the rest of the PLA, by a lack of strategic airlift and sealift, but the PLA is working to rectify that weakness by building more capabilities in those areas. Special operations capabilities also might improve as China’s intelligence and command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) networks advance.

*Peacekeeping troops.* China currently contributes 10% of the UN peacekeeping budget and has trained eight thousand PLA troops “to serve as a permanent standby militia for UN peacekeeping operations.”\(^{50}\) PLA peacekeeping troops are primarily deployed to Africa, where China’s energy interests dictate a concern for stability and security. However, these missions provide valuable training that can be used in future expeditionary missions elsewhere in the world.

*Border patrol forces.* The PLA deploys forces along several of China’s borders, including those with India, North Korea, and Pakistan.\(^{51}\) The troops along the border with Pakistan help secure the area from terrorist threats (namely from ISIS) and prevent Uighur Muslims from leaving Xinjiang to join ISIS.\(^{52}\) According to Chinese reporting, these border troops are under the Xinjiang Military Command, which falls under the Western Theater Command.\(^{53}\) Although currently only a small subset of the ground forces is deployed along these borders, the PLA might be forced to increase its border-patrol capacity given CPEC and other BRI investments in Pakistan, the threat of terrorism along the border with Xinjiang, and concern over the border with Afghanistan.

*Space-Based Capabilities*

The PLA’s space-based capabilities enable military operations abroad and are relevant to all BRI contingencies. These include C4ISR and network connectivity, both of which are crucial to the PLA’s ability to command forces over long distances and provide the required logistics support for overseas operations. The PLA continues to invest in improving its capabilities in C4ISR, satellite communication, satellite navigation, and meteorology, which would provide real-time data and intelligence support for expeditionary forces overseas. These space-based capabilities are supported by infrastructure on the ground that ensures network connectivity.\(^{54}\)
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Challenges and Implications

The final section of this essay discusses the challenges that the PLA faces, given both its current expeditionary capabilities and possible contingencies related to BRI, and considers potential areas of improvement in those capabilities.

Challenges

Key challenges for the PLA in addressing BRI contingencies include personnel and training; command, control, and coordination; and logistics.

**Personnel and training.** The PLA has worked to inject more realism into its training regimen and hone the skills necessary for long-term naval and air deployments abroad. For example, Chinese literature discusses the PLA Navy’s training in the South China Sea in 2017, which focused on “far seas” (beyond East Asia) training staged from the Sanya Training Base. The exercises mainly occurred in the South China Sea and included a DDG, a supply ship, shipborne helicopters, and dozens of marines. The training focused on honing skills for a number of expeditionary missions, such as escort missions, antiterrorism, counterpiracy, and maritime defense in the South China Sea, the eastern Indian Ocean, and the western Pacific Ocean. In 2018 the PLA marines stationed at Djibouti conducted a long-distance maneuver exercise, deploying approximately ten thousand personnel. The exercise was likely aimed at improving expeditionary warfare capabilities training for various terrains and climates.

Despite improved training, when it comes to expeditionary missions, the PLA is still essentially “learning while doing.” Though missions such as counterpiracy in the Gulf of Aden and peacekeeping in Africa provide valuable experience, only a relatively small number of troops and commanders have deployed on missions abroad. Although deployments by the Marine Corps to Djibouti will help augment the PLA’s overseas experience, many of these expeditionary capabilities will be tested for the first time during a crisis. In terms of BRI contingencies, lack of experience and training could hamper the PLA should it need to conduct a sustained operation to protect Chinese citizens and investments from unrest in a host country or conduct a large-scale NEO to rescue Chinese nationals.

**Command, control, and coordination.** Command, control, and coordination of expeditionary missions is another major challenge that the PLA faces. This challenge is threefold. First, the PLA’s extensive reorganization is ongoing and leads to questions of how and by what (i.e., which theater command) command of overseas missions will be carried out. The answer is yet unknown, though one could speculate that the command authority might be based on the contingency and the force capabilities needed to address it. For example, the Western Theater Command focuses on India, border patrol, and counterterrorism missions. This could be the theater command that would coordinate security for BRI investments in Pakistan, where terrorism is a concern, should the PLA need to secure facilities and protect citizens. The Western Theater Command also has
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authority over border patrol troops should they be needed—for example, to secure China’s border with Afghanistan.

Second, the tyranny of distance leads to issues of communication and decision-making during expeditionary missions. Although after 28 deployments the PLA appears to have ironed out command and control issues with its counterpiracy task forces, largely trusting the commanders to make decisions while deployed without checking back with Beijing, military leaders might not trust the ability and willingness of a commander in charge of a larger force abroad to make autonomous decisions in complex situations. Better training and more experience, along with improved C4ISR and ground-based networks, will also aid the PLA in this regard.

Third, the PLA needs a means of coordinating expeditionary missions and troops abroad, as well as ensuring that political requirements and China’s interests are considered. Beijing has begun to put bureaucratic structures in place to address this issue. In 2016, Chinese media reported that the PRC had established the Overseas Operations Office, which was described as being “responsible for directing and coordinating actions carried out by Chinese troops overseas.” The article states: “The ‘Overseas Operations Office’ not only requires ‘operational commanding capabilities,’ but also ‘policy capacity.’ Policy capacity refers to the ability to grasp the national security situation and bilateral relations. For example, the evacuation operation in Yemen required the assessment [of the] local security situation and diplomatic access to enter the port of Aden.”

In addition to coordinating its own forces, the PLA will have to coordinate with the host country’s forces and government. While the Overseas Operations Office might assist with this, much of this coordination likely will occur on the ground. For PLA troops participating in peacekeeping operations, coordination takes place under the auspices of the United Nations. In Central Asia, coordination likely would occur through the Shanghai Security Organization or through China’s bilateral relationship with Russia. However, if China plans to station more troops abroad in other areas—which is likely if the PLA follows its base in Djibouti with more overseas bases—the PRC increasingly will need to coordinate with host countries.

Logistics. Logistics for expeditionary missions is another challenge that the PLA is taking measures to mitigate. As previously mentioned, PLA forces on long-term and long-distance deployments have been hampered by inadequate airlift and sealift capabilities, as well as, in the case of the PLA Navy, by insufficient capacity for at-sea replenishment. However, the PLA is working to bridge this capability gap by significantly increasing the number of commissioned replenishment ships and Y-20 aircraft, which can conduct aerial refueling. China’s naval base in Djibouti will assist the PLA with logistics for future expeditionary missions by providing a permanent hub for supplies necessary to sustain long-term naval operations. In addition, China could try to negotiate agreements with countries such as Pakistan and Sri Lanka to secure future military access to ports. The PLA also established the Joint Logistics Support Force in 2016 to unify logistics between the services and support the new theater command structure. Key for expeditionary missions, the Joint Logistics Support Force is undergirded by an integrated C4ISR system and aims to modernize the PLA’s strategic delivery capability. However, like most of the PLA’s expeditionary
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capabilities, the logistics system has not yet been tested by a contingency requiring the significant mobilization of resources far beyond China’s shores.

Implications

Although the PLA has been building expeditionary capabilities for more than a decade, the potential security contingencies associated with BRI have heightened the operational and security risks for China, creating greater urgency for these efforts. As we look to the future, potential implications of the PLA’s development of its expeditionary force include the following:

• Current force development is still heavily weighted toward maritime capabilities. This trajectory is likely to continue in the near term, given that maritime expeditionary capabilities already have been necessary to evacuate PRC citizens (e.g., from Libya and Yemen) and likely will be needed in the future to address BRI contingencies. In addition, investments made in the PLA are still focused on regional anti-access and area-denial capabilities that include expanding China’s maritime prowess.

• The PLA’s focus on far-seas capabilities likely means that its ability to conduct missions for BRI contingencies that have a maritime component is more developed than its ability to conduct land-based expeditionary missions.

• The PLA has not yet had to face a sustained deployment of ground forces overseas—other than the small number of soldiers in permanent UN peacekeeping operations in Africa—and would likely encounter difficulties with maintaining a long-term presence in a land-based contingency.

• Given BRI’s breadth of investments around the globe, the PLA will undoubtedly need to address at least some of the non-maritime contingencies discussed above, particularly border security issues. This could lead the PLA to augment its border security capabilities in the future, both by increasing its presence along borders where BRI interests require additional protection and by partnering with other countries’ security forces.

• Areas of improvement for PLA expeditionary capabilities include personnel and command training, such as through more far-seas exercises and rotations overseas; better-connected logistics systems through the development of new ports and bases as well as C4ISR networks; and greater coordination of forces overseas through bureaucratic structures such as the Overseas Operations Office and the new theater command structure.

• The priorities for expeditionary force development largely will depend on which contingencies the PLA faces and how well it responds to them. Another factor will be whether the PRC leadership chooses to employ other means to protect overseas investments, such as increased use of private security companies instead of PLA forces.

In conclusion, the PLA will continue to develop its expeditionary capabilities as its economic, political, and security interests expand. The operational and security issues presented by the scope and geographic locations of BRI projects ensure that the demand for the protection of Chinese citizens abroad will continue. The PLA will be required to meet that demand by expanding and honing its expeditionary capabilities in the maritime, air, and land domains. However, the PLA faces challenges in building an expeditionary force, including command and control, adequate training and experience for personnel, and logistics. How it approaches filling these gaps and how well it responds to future contingencies will ultimately dictate the shape and capability of this future expeditionary force.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This essay examines the potential dual use of facilities supporting China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and considers the implications for the country’s possible expansion of its overseas military presence.

MAIN ARGUMENT

As a significant and far-reaching initiative, BRI promises to strengthen both China’s hard and soft power by increasing Chinese cultural and political influence through economic and trade-related activities. Although the support facilities along the BRI routes have potential military uses, their foremost function is to facilitate the implementation of the initiative and protect Chinese investment. The U.S. and other countries should not view BRI as a source of conflict but work to promote the benefits of the process. BRI itself and the facilities constructed along the routes mean to provide support and contribute to the region rather than present force and threaten the world.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

• Given that BRI aims at economic interests rather than military expansion, it presents an opportunity for the U.S. and China to enhance communication and cooperation, including on common security threats such as terrorism.

• To understand the ties of BRI facilities to military functions, a mechanism to reduce the geopolitical suspicion and ensure security cooperation between the U.S. and China should be put in place. Such a mechanism should aim to increase interactions between the two sides in order to build confidence and mutual trust and facilitate the peaceful and smooth development of military-to-military relations.

• China and the U.S. will need to develop an effective way of managing competition and conflicting views. Better-coordinated relations will make the Indo-Pacific a safer and more prosperous region.
China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), announced in 2013 by President Xi Jinping, aims to promote economic opportunities and linkages by building infrastructure and transport capabilities between China and its neighboring countries along historical land and maritime trade routes. Covering around 125 countries, connecting 65% of the world’s population and 40% of global GDP, the initiative has great potential to make a significant impact on the global economic and political structure. Through BRI, China expects to enhance connectivity and economic growth by providing development assistance to the region and expanding surface, sea, and air linkages across the Eurasian landmass and Indo-Pacific periphery.

However, the scope, scale, standards, and strategic intentions behind BRI, as well as the adequacy of China’s plans for implementing its vision, have been questioned. The profound impact that the initiative may have on international trade and the regional economic architecture has also been debated. In particular, given the rapid increase in Chinese capability witnessed in recent decades, there are concerns about the country’s ambitions for leadership and geopolitical influence. China’s construction of support facilities in the BRI context and possible expansion of its overseas military presence, particularly after the establishment of its first overseas military base in Djibouti in 2017, have only heightened speculation about China’s strategic intentions.

This essay will look at the potential dual use of China’s BRI-support facilities and the military implications, in particular for the United States. The essay will also discuss possible scenarios involving China’s switch to dual use and identify the areas in which the country could further refine its policies to avoid risks. A better appreciation of Beijing’s vision and goals for BRI will help facilitate cooperation between China and other countries.

BRI is the most significant and far-reaching initiative China has ever put forward, and the Chinese government has generated unprecedented effort and political will to ensure its smooth development with financial, political, legal, and infrastructural support. The initiative has the potential to strengthen China’s hard and soft power by increasing Chinese cultural and political influence through economic and trade-related activities. China’s goal, therefore, may be not only to increase economic integration and build infrastructure along the routes but also to play a larger role in global governance and international affairs by developing a China-centered trading network and system. BRI may in fact serve as a game changer, facilitating a shift from the old paradigm of geopolitics to the new one of a “community of common destiny.”

Looking ahead, as China’s national interests become more global, BRI may be expanded to involve more military support of a defensive nature. Given its emphasis on peaceful development, China is unlikely to engage in traditional security operations in the foreseeable future. Yet nontraditional security would appear to be a domain where the capabilities of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) will be showcased. Given that nontraditional security threats are a common problem faced by all members of the international community, a greater appreciation
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1 The Silk Road Economic Belt was unveiled by Xi Jinping at Nazarbayev University on September 7, 2013, during his state visit to Kazakhstan. The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road was announced before the Indonesian parliament on October 3, 2013, as part of Xi’s state visit to Indonesia. For details about BRI, see NDRC, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), “Vision and Actions on Jointly Building Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road,” March 30, 2015, https://eng.yidaiyilu.gov.cn/qwyw/qqfl/1084.htm.


3 Also known as “a community of shared future for mankind,” which promotes global values regarding the interdependent concepts of international power, common interests, sustainable development, and global governance. For details, see Xi Jinping, “Towards a Community of Common Destiny and a New Future for Asia” (keynote speech at the Boao Forum for Asia, Boao, March 28, 2015), https://www.mfa.gov.cn/ce/cgvienna/eng/zt/ce/11250169.htm.
of Chinese military activities in this domain could serve as a useful platform from which to recognize future avenues for cooperation and contribute to building confidence between China and countries in the region.

The first section of this essay examines the functions of support facilities by emphasizing that BRI aims to contribute to the region rather than build China’s military presence or otherwise threaten the world. This section is followed by a discussion of scenarios for China’s potential adjustment of the dual-use function of support facilities to respond to internal perceptions or external threats. The final section assesses implications and considers policy options for the United States and China to increase security cooperation in order to reduce geopolitical suspicion.

The Functions of Support Facilities

Among the various impacts of BRI, the construction of maritime support facilities has caused probably the most serious concern because these facilities could, in theory, be used by both commercial and naval ships. They provide the physical infrastructure for trade and transportation, which play a critical role in sustaining the smooth development of BRI projects. Meanwhile, these facilities could also support military activities by safeguarding sea lines of communication (SLOCs). This “dual use” scenario has generated considerable concerns about the potential for Chinese military expansion, especially after China announced its first military base in Djibouti in November 2015.

To assess the nature of these support facilities, this section will address three questions. First, what is the intention behind the construction of these facilities? Second, is BRI a contribution or a threat to the world? Third, what does China expect from operating the facilities?

To Provide Support or Present Force?

Since BRI was proposed, the Chinese government has issued a series of documents and undertaken concrete actions to provide comprehensive political and legal support to ensure the smooth development of this far-reaching initiative. In December 2014, China established the $40 billion Silk Road Fund to provide economic and financial support for infrastructure, industrial, and financial cooperation as well as for other projects related to the connectivity of countries along BRI routes. The following year, in December 2015, China led the establishment of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and, as the largest shareholder, invested $50 billion to promote interconnectivity in Asia.

To encourage cooperation on BRI projects and reduce investment risk, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Ministry of Commerce issued the document “Vision and Actions on Jointly Building Silk Road Economic
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The potential dual use of support facilities

To implement this initiative, China established the Office of the Leading Group for the Belt and Road Initiative and published in May 2017 *Building the Belt and Road: Concept, Practice and China’s Contribution* to promote better understanding of the initiative. More importantly, China formally put BRI into its constitution after the 19th Party Congress in late 2017. These actions underscore China’s sincerity, determination, and commitment to its partners.

As expressed by numerous official statements, the initial focus of BRI is on investment in infrastructure, including railways and highways, ports, real estate, and power grids. The initiative aims to construct a large integrated market through the creation of cultural exchanges to enhance mutual understanding and earn the trust of participating nations, a shared talent pool, and technology databases to encourage innovation. China thus expects to turn its neighborhood into a community of common destiny based on win-win cooperation and connectivity.

**To Contribute to the Region or Threaten the World?**

Emphasizing a priority area of connectivity, China has developed transportation networks of roads, railways, ports, and energy corridors along BRI routes in Pakistan, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, and other countries. These networks are mostly invested in and managed by China’s state-owned corporations. At least eight are deepwater ports, and the Gwadar (Pakistan), Salalah (Oman), and Seychelles ports could be converted into naval bases. The dual-use potential has caused concerns and anxiety about China’s ambitions for building up its military presence along
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the BRI routes. The great powers, with geopolitical, geoeconomic, and geostrategic projects stationed in Eurasia, perceive BRI as a security threat. Indeed, it could be true that China may pursue the initiative as a geopolitical strategy to expand its military presence, particularly in the Indian Ocean where its security interests are growing. Some European countries instinctively consider BRI to be a Chinese version of the Marshall Plan and are skeptical about Chinese investment in Europe. At the same time, many Central and Eastern European countries have officially endorsed BRI upon further consideration of the initiative and hope to cooperate with China to create jobs and improve local infrastructure.

The development of support facilities for BRI projects is a natural reaction to the problematic and even hostile environment that China faces in protecting its own vital interests, as well as those of other countries along the BRI routes, against terrorism, piracy, armed rebellion, and other potential threats. China favors diplomatic and economic means over military means as the primary tools to secure its interests. However, logistic facilities like ports and docks are essential infrastructure for maintaining reliable shipping lanes, and safety is vital for BRI development. Without support facilities and naval protection, no project can be implemented.

China’s naval presence in the Indian Ocean has evolved since 2009 through the PLA Navy’s counterpiracy operations in the Gulf of Aden and noncombatant evacuation operations in Libya and Yemen. With limited supply ships suitable for long-range missions, the PLA Navy frequently uses commercial ports for replenishment. As of now, there is little evidence to suggest that China intends to construct more bases or conduct combat operations in the Indian Ocean, whether to encircle India or to dominate South Asia more generally. In other words, China’s involvement in the region will not necessarily lead to naval bases.

Through its growing economic influence, China proposes a new model of win-win cooperation by providing public goods for participating countries. China’s investment in BRI projects has improved the level of local infrastructure, economic growth, and connectivity and contributed to regional development. Although this ambitious plan of linking the world by new trade routes has received a mixed response, given the progress already made, it is fair to say that BRI constitutes


18 Pop, “Strengths and Challenges of China’s ‘One Belt, One Road’ Initiative,” 8.


a contribution rather than a threat and that China’s construction of facilities along BRI routes is benign.26

**To Protect Investment or Invite Trouble?**

BRI was proposed under the combined pressure of domestic economic stagnation and productive overcapacity and was designed to help resolve China’s own dilemma rather than to achieve global domination.27 Investing in ports located in strategic positions no doubt helps China diversify its supply of overseas energy and raw materials, safeguard its SLOC access and security, and improve its overall geopolitical position.28 More importantly, increased overseas investment requires practical military protection for Chinese nationals, assets, and ships carrying its flag abroad.29 The main function of the overseas facilities is to provide support for China’s “far-seas protection,” according to the 2015 white paper *China’s Military Strategy.*30 BRI is thus linked with a blue water naval capability related to protecting the SLOCs in the Indian Ocean on which China depends for access to energy and other raw materials from the Middle East, Africa, and the European market.31

China’s military base in Djibouti enables the PLA Navy to execute this new naval doctrine of far-seas protection.32 The base plays an important role in logistics support for improving the tempo of military operations, the efficiency of public security, and the supply of goods.33 By providing resupplying and refueling convenience, the base equips the PLA Navy with the capability to conduct multiple military operations other than war (MOOTW), such as escort operations at sea.34 It also presents opportunities for China to cooperate on regional security with other major powers stationed there.

Facing practical challenges in logistics support and replenishment, as well as multiple risks ranging from geopolitical factors to strategic suspicion, China is not motivated to replicate the Djibouti model. Instead, it favors the commercial model (the development of ports purely for commercial use) and the dual-use model (the development of commercial ports with the potential
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to serve military functions). As Susanne Kamerling and Frans-Paul van der Putten argue, the former “provides an alternative means for China to solve its logistical problems, other than by establishing overseas naval bases or relying entirely on replenishment ships sent from China.”\textsuperscript{35} Logistics companies can be reliable partners for the PLA Navy, and China has experimented with outsourcing logistics support to the private sector to increase the flexibility and sustainability of its maritime endeavors.\textsuperscript{36} In countries where it enjoys close ties to the host country, China may gradually select some overseas commercial ports for dual use to project power.\textsuperscript{37} The following section considers scenarios in which China might seek to develop the military functions of such dual-use facilities.

**Potential Adjustment of the Dual-Use Function**

The available official documents and records of China’s activities to promote BRI infrastructure projects appear to be logical and consistent and do not suggest that China plans to increase its overseas military presence. However, potential scenarios exist that may affect its decision to switch on the military functions of dual-use facilities.

**Self-Adjustment to Internal Perceptions**

China’s BRI facilities and the Djibouti base manifest a new naval strategy that emphasizes far-seas protection, in addition to the deployment of escorting destroyers to safeguard commercial vessels. Considering that the main goals of BRI are economically oriented, China may have limited motivation to expand the facilities into military functions. Yet given its economic status, military capacity, and complicated power relations, it could at some point decide to adopt a more forceful approach to address security threats and negative disruptions in developing BRI. A general preference for nonmilitary means of exerting influence should not be taken to mean that military assets are absent from China’s security strategy.

Overseas interests shape the boundaries of national security.\textsuperscript{38} As China’s overseas interests grow, the need for military protection also increases. As a result of heightened threat perceptions and national security demands, China may resort to force to protect its overseas interests and secure windows of development opportunity. Should these threat perceptions be borne out, the country might adjust its pattern and pace for the construction of BRI facilities, and a robust overseas logistics base would enable it to project and sustain power at greater distance from home. China may divert political, diplomatic, and financial resources toward overseas military basing.

With the experience gained from its counterpiracy missions in the Gulf of Aden, China is capable, both operationally and financially, of sustaining and expanding additional overseas military bases. Nevertheless, the maintenance of overseas power depends on long-term economic vitality at home, and the decade ahead will be critical in determining whether China’s economic development could sustain such a path. Furthermore, it is not necessary for China to establish


multiple bases in order to perform small-scale, low-intensity security tasks. For example, it could use BRI facilities for defensive purposes, thereby reducing unnecessary military consumption and other negative consequences.

**Reactive Adjustment to External Threats**

China tends to rely on diplomatic, political, and economic influence to secure its overseas interests, and avoids using military engagement as a primary tool for security solutions. However, based on years of practical experience and theoretical development ahead, China’s promotion of BRI will become systematized and comprehensive in the long run. Following recent military modernization and restructuring, the PLA has undergone qualitative changes to its organization, force structure, and operations to incorporate a wide range of contingency responses and professional skills beyond its traditional capabilities. As a result, China may attempt to enhance the dual-use function of its facilities in reaction to destructive threats from other major powers, especially the United States and India, that limit its opportunities.

The U.S.-China relationship is going through a critical change. As a rising power, China has reshaped the global power structure and challenged U.S. economic and military dominance. If the two countries fail to figure out a way to keep this competition from becoming a source of conflict, this rivalry may extend beyond the Indo-Pacific to become a global competition with significant consequences. The interplay of the power logic in U.S. strategy and defense policy between engaging and containing China may also affect Beijing’s realization of its vision for BRI to some extent. China may adopt a reactive approach toward the likely threats to national security and development interests. Given that additional overseas naval logistics and basing sites would better position the PLA Navy to execute “near sea defense, far sea protection” operations, China may expand its military presence.

Certainly, before pursuing this option, China has to weigh the potential gains and losses, minimize obstacles that may interrupt the operation of BRI, and consolidate existing resources with nonmilitary tools rather than expand its military presence. Excessive overseas military expansion would lead to heavy economic and political burdens. Another critical challenge is China’s consistent commitment to the “five principles of peaceful coexistence” and pledge that it would not station troops in the territories of other countries. Moreover, with its expanding global role, China has pushed itself toward being a responsible stakeholder and has characterized BRI as a critical part in achieving that process. Using this initiative to justify overseas military deployments would tarnish China’s reputation and undermine BRI ideals and values.
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Implications and Policy Options

Rather than developing new overseas military bases, China is most likely to deploy a commercial or dual-use model to support the future projection of military power. To evaluate the implications of such an approach, it is necessary to understand the close ties between BRI facilities and military functions. Doing so will be helpful for assessing options to reduce geopolitical suspicion and promote security cooperation.

**BRI Facilities and Potential Military Functions**

BRI is geographically divided into several land corridors where China has laid out the necessary infrastructure and logistic capacities for its related interests. These Chinese-built and -operated corridors are for civilian use. Though it is unclear whether Beijing really uses BRI facilities for military purposes, it is certain that such assets will need to be safeguarded by military operations. The promising side is that BRI targets economic interests rather than military expansion, and China’s strategic thinking about security solutions does not prioritize military engagement. Thus, even when the PLA’s reach spans the globe, China would still likely favor nonviolent means to protect its overseas interests, though the degree to which it would actually avoid the use of military means remains to be seen.

China has several enduring boundary disputes in the East and South China Seas and along its border with India. China’s “peaceful rise” has not been embraced by all of its neighbors due to the lack of trust and complicated bilateral relationships. This partially explains China’s concentration of its security efforts on the Indian Ocean. In terms of great-power relations, the Indian Ocean offers more opportunities for China as a newcomer to showcase its responsibility and leadership in counterpiracy and counterterrorism.

In this context, the promotion of BRI is an attempt by China to build a brighter future together with its neighbors through enhancing regional connectivity. The vision and actions on jointly building BRI projects have been endorsed by China’s top economic planner, the NDRC, and by the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Commerce. China has leveraged BRI’s advantages in various regions to encourage more interaction, engaged with strategic partners and participating countries to improve the content and mode of projects, and developed plans, timetables, and roadmaps for implementing cooperative mechanisms.

China’s counterpiracy mission began in January 2009 in the Gulf of Aden and marked the PLA Navy’s first expeditionary deployment. This operation offers a perspective on how China uses the navy far outside its own region and might justify the involvement of the navy in the development of BRI projects. Recently China put the PLA Navy at the forefront of its military modernization scheme with the goal of extending its operation far from Chinese shores and in an international setting. In the long run, China will likely acquire a full blue water naval capability with a global reach similar to that of the other great powers.

China’s establishment of the Djibouti facility marks a fundamental departure from its foreign and security policy. This indicates that the country is seeking long-term opportunities to expand its military presence and improve its expeditionary capabilities to secure overseas interests. Due to differences in geopolitical situations, cultural backgrounds, and political systems, the rise of China
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and the path it takes may be unique. China will not copy the American way, nor will it challenge U.S. supremacy. Instead, it may create a new model for a state to rise from the sea with the full operation of BRI facilities; the westward design of the Belt and Road routes already indicates an obvious avoidance of the United States’ sphere of influence.

**Geopolitical Suspicion and Security Cooperation**

As a grant project, BRI carries significant weight and expectations for China. However, the initiative also faces enormous challenges such as geopolitical suspicion, economic uncertainty, and security risks. It thus presents both challenges and opportunities for U.S.-China relations in the Indo-Pacific. Under the current situation of intensified competition, the biggest challenge is preventing the growth of China’s power from confronting the United States’ interests in ways that lead to conflict. Beijing must focus on its primary goals and objectives and back up its words with actions so as to avoid heightening tension with the United States and regional countries. China should refrain from expanding its military presence by switching BRI facilities to military bases. Failing to properly manage these risks could lead to a series of negative outcomes that undermine China’s economic and security interests, increase geopolitical suspicion, cause frictions, and compromise China’s credibility.

To avoid a Thucydides trap in the modern era, both the United States and China will need to think big to devise a formula for peaceful coexistence as well as an effective way of managing competition and conflicting views. Specifically, they need to work out mutually acceptable interactive models for how to manage their rivalry and leverage military-to-military relations. The facilities in Djibouti could serve as a regional hub for the United States and China to enhance communication and cooperation on security issues. They may be able to use their mutual host country to engage each other and work together to combat nontraditional security threats and provide public goods for countries in the region.

BRI should be viewed by both China and the United States as a vital instrument for forging cooperation, transcending competition, and advancing common interests. The United States should not make the initiative a source of conflict. Instead, it should explore the mutually beneficial aspects of BRI, such as greater regional connectivity and economic growth, and avoid the potential losses that would arise from escalating tensions with China. As this transformation unfolds, it would be useful for the United States to reflect on its own period of rapid development, recognize the differences in concepts and logic, and avoid exaggerating China’s capabilities and intentions. This may help the United States find a way to tolerate China’s natural growth of influence and consider a more strategic space for a rising China in the international order. Better-coordinated U.S.-China relations will make the Indo-Pacific a safer and more prosperous region.

---
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This essay examines how China’s growing security engagement with Central Asia provides a blueprint for how China might engage with countries through the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in a similar fashion.

MAIN ARGUMENT

Xi Jinping’s decision to deliver one of the speeches announcing BRI in Kazakhstan was not incidental. It highlighted the centrality of Central Asia in Beijing’s thinking about the initiative. Consequently, it is useful to examine China’s behavior in Central Asia in some detail to understand better the longer-term consequences of Chinese influence and investment in regional countries under BRI. In the security space, Central Asia has been traditionally considered an area of Russian influence, but over time China has gradually increased its interests using five pillars for engagement: the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), training and joint exercises, military aid, military sales, and private security companies (PSCs). Given the analysis of PSCs elsewhere in this report, this essay will focus on the first four pillars in order to better understand the long-term consequences of China’s security engagement in Central Asia and survey options for policymakers seeking to address China’s growing influence.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

• Chinese security engagement in BRI countries should be understood in a broader context than military sales. Instead, a continuum of security activity should be considered, encompassing training and multilateral engagement as well as military sales. External powers seeking to understand or counter Chinese influence in this space need to engage in a range of security actions.

• China is investing considerable resources into educating and developing the next generation of security leaders in Central Asia. The longer-term consequences of these efforts may take decades to play out but will likely require a more sophisticated level of engagement from outside powers.

• The SCO is often considered an impotent institution that has failed to deliver any clear action. However, China and other members appreciate the consistent forum for engagement that the SCO provides, and the forum offers China opportunities to influence the normative space.
There is a persistent narrative about Central Asia that Russia leads on security issues while ceding economic leadership to China. This analysis is based on the historical view that Russia’s post-Soviet links in the region mean that the country will remain dominant in the security space. This is then translated into a view that China (historically the weaker security power) will abrogate its security interests in the region to Russia.

Yet China is an increasingly consequential actor in Central Asia, rewiring the region with longer-term consequences for Beijing’s influence. This trend is increasingly reshaping the regional security apparatus, suggesting that the growing role that China is playing in other domains in Central Asia is extending into the security space. This gradually expanding security role is emblematic of China’s growing influence in the region—to Russia’s detriment. It also provides an interesting case study for how China’s security relations with the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) countries might develop over time and a series of indicators to observe in order to better understand China’s longer-term influence in the security domain.

This essay examines China’s increased security activity in Central Asia and assesses the implications for its future engagement with countries under BRI. It will do this through exploring four of five pillars of China’s security relations with the five Central Asian countries to show how these relationships have evolved over time. The four pillars discussed are the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), training and joint exercises, military aid, and military sales. The omitted pillar is private security companies, which will be examined by other essays in this report.

I conclude that China is expanding its security role in Central Asia to protect its interests in the region and is increasingly unwilling to abrogate security entirely to either local security forces or Russia. By doing so, Beijing is demonstrating an approach that could be read as a blueprint for how China might advance its security relations in other BRI countries.

The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation

Much of China’s security activity in Central Asia is captured in the public imagination through the rubric of the SCO. Founded in the embers of the Cold War as a grouping focused on regional border delineation, the SCO was the first regional security institution outside UN structures that China joined. Originally made up of China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, it is an institution whose heart lies in Central Asia. The SCO has now expanded beyond these confines to include India and Pakistan as full members, while Afghanistan, Belarus, and Iran are formal observers and Armenia, Azerbaijan, Cambodia, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Turkey are dialogue partners.

The initial logic of joining the SCO varied from country to country. China saw it as an umbrella organization to provide cover for its economic interests in Central Asia. Russia saw it as a way to control and contain Chinese activity in the region, while the Central Asian countries saw it as a way to extract more opportunity from their large neighbors. All of them saw the SCO as an easy way to build on the positive momentum that had accumulated through the Shanghai Five grouping and realized the benefit in establishing alliances in an increasingly U.S.-centric

3 Author’s interview, Beijing, September 2012.
world where NATO was expanding and the push toward democratization was encroaching on their borders. All six of the initial member states were at the moment of the SCO’s inception controlled by leaders with authoritarian leanings and strong links to their recent pasts as members of the Communist bloc. The establishment of a grouping in which all members had equal power of determination, and all could find common ground on what they regarded as threats (specifically, anti-state elements), provided them with an alternative to the post–Cold War U.S. order that was emerging.

For China, however, the purpose of the SCO was much more sophisticated. The organization provided a way for the country to embrace its neighbors in a manner that gave them a sense of ownership, but it also provided a forum in which Beijing could test foreign policy tools. It was an opportunity for China to see how international institutions could be built, while also advancing its interests in its immediate neighborhood. This path could be interpreted as similar to the route that it has subsequently taken with BRI, which started as a series of speeches building out of foreign policy thinking in Beijing and ultimately has evolved into a biennial forum and strategic concept that China uses to engage with the world. While BRI may lack the defined structures of the SCO, the SCO shows what the path from discussion forum to institution can look like.

Beijing has yet to realize its goal of transforming the SCO into a regional multilateral economic vehicle, as repeated attempts to create an SCO free-trade area, development bank, or joint account have all been stymied.4 The closest structure to have been developed in this direction is the SCO Interbank Consortium, which was established in October 2005 and brings together regional development banks.5 China has also not been able to direct the SCO to be an active force in dealing with its security concerns regionally—something reflected in the bilateral activity that it undertakes independently of the SCO and in the formation of the Quadrilateral Coordination and Cooperation Mechanism (QCCM), which will be discussed in greater detail later. Nonetheless, Peace Mission and other exercises that the SCO undertakes on a semiregular basis provide an opportunity for China to test out its military hardware in quasi-kinetic environments involving foreign powers; learn from experienced armies, especially the Russian Army; and gain greater influence over Central Asian armed forces. These exercises also give Beijing an opportunity to see how equipment survives under fire, as well as to showcase it to a potential customer base. This is an interesting usurpation of a role previously dominated by Russia in the SCO and of other regional security exercises Moscow controls under institutions such as the Collective Security Treaty Organization.

In the early days of the Peace Mission exercises, the format was heavily influenced by Moscow. Russia had the most experience of all the forces involved and could interoperate easily with the Central Asian forces, sharing a language, equipment, and a history of joint training. Chinese forces, by contrast, often struggled to field enough soldiers who could interoperate with Russian-speaking partners. Over time, Beijing has sent a growing cadre of officers who speak Russian to participate in the exercises and has increasingly used the Peace Mission format as an opportunity to try out (and showcase publicly) new equipment. In the 2010 Peace Mission, the
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People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force undertook its first long-range cross-border bombing run in neighboring Kazakhstan, with a detachment of H-6H bombers and J-10 fighters using in-air Chinese refueling capabilities before bombing a target in Kazakhstan. In 2014, China debuted its Wing Loong unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), which has the capability to shoot missiles at targets, as part of the exercise in Zhurihe in Inner Mongolia. Two years later, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan completed the purchase of some of the platforms, while more recently Uzbekistan and Tajikistan are potential buyers. This trend mirrors broader Chinese approaches in BRI countries, where investment is often followed by Chinese standards and equipment.

This incremental change is visible in other institutions as well. The SCO has developed many different structures and mechanisms, including educational institutions, a student exchange program, and ministerial gatherings at numerous levels across all manners of member-state national institutions (from women’s organizations to healthcare). One of the more significant security institutions is the China National Institute for SCO International Exchange and Judicial Cooperation at the Shanghai University of Politics and Law. The groundbreaking ceremony for its campus was held in 2014 and cohosted by then Kyrgyz president Almazbek Atambayev and then Chinese head of security Meng Jianzhu. Funded and developed by the Ministry of Public Security and aimed at border guard and interior ministry forces, the institution provided various training courses to SCO members. The courses lasted a few months and gave these forces experience in China as well as an understanding of its interpretation of international rules and norms regarding counterterrorism legislation and practice.

In terms of practical utility, this institution in some ways supplants the Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS) in Tashkent. Moved to Uzbekistan from Bishkek in 2004 to strengthen Uzbek participation and to highlight the importance of counterterrorism as a unifying issue, RATS has not delivered much in terms of practical support to the SCO. Although it has provided a forum in which Beijing can continue to advance its rhetoric of countering the “three evils” (terrorism, separatism, and religious extremism) and has facilitated information exchange between SCO members on terrorist groups, RATS has not delivered on many practical goals. On two separate visits to the secretariat, this author struggled to obtain any specific clarification about an operation or specific project RATS had led within the SCO. Nevertheless, it provides another useful structure to help socialize Chinese security norms and build links with Central Asia.

Yet, even as China continues to see the SCO as a useful vehicle in some areas, it has moved beyond the organization in terms of how it is trying to manage certain regional security concerns, particularly with Afghanistan. For example, China established the QCCM structure, a grouping that brings together the chiefs of army staff of Afghanistan, Pakistan, Tajikistan, and China in order to discuss border security and counterterrorism. The very existence of this new regional minilateral institution in many ways highlights the failures of the SCO to deliver on China’s
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10 Author’s interviews, Tashkent, 2012 and 2014.
regional security concerns. The fact that the SCO was unable to deliver any direct or actionable security outcomes or tools to help manage security questions in Afghanistan—one of the major concerns for almost all members—reflects the failure of the institution. Chinese experts and officials repeatedly disregard the SCO as a useful partner in this respect, yet at the same time they make the point that this is not the function of the SCO, which they value for its convening power.12 China created the QCCM after years of seeking to focus the SCO as an institution more on Afghanistan—first through the establishment of the SCO-Afghanistan Contact Group and then later through bringing Afghanistan in as a formal observer.13 But none of this has moved the organization to focus its unified attention on that country. From Beijing’s perspective, the establishment of the QCCM has filled this gap. It also provides a useful structure for the PLA to formally connect and cooperate with China’s neighbors.

Beyond this mechanism, China has engaged on Afghanistan through a range of multilateral institutions and minilateral formats. These include trilateral forums with Afghanistan and Pakistan; other regional security institutions such as the Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building Measures in Asia (CICA), the Istanbul Process, and the Quadrilateral Coordination Group (with the United States, Afghanistan, and Pakistan); more recently, the current round of peace negotiations led by the trilateral group of the United States, Russia, and China; and bilateral dialogues with countries such as the United States and India. The key point is that all this activity is taking place beyond the SCO and, from Beijing’s perspective, to some degree is a result of that institution’s failure to address the security challenge in Afghanistan. This highlights the pragmatic and utilitarian approach that China takes toward the SCO. Rather than being primarily a tool for the management of security issues, the SCO is a tool for Chinese soft-power projection into Central Asia, while Beijing focuses on alternative institutions to manage its hard-power security concerns.

This trajectory of the SCO highlights a number of lessons for BRI. First, the use of rhetoric about shared security threats shows China appealing to local leaders’ security concerns and fears as a way to create a web of institutions to engage them, ultimately delivering a comprehensive economic, political, and security outcome rather than solely the security one that is publicly articulated. Second, China is willing to create multiple formats for engagement and continually look for new structures and ways to influence regional countries. This has the effect of creating multiple forums for engagement, while also flooding other systems with activity. Finally, the preceding discussion shows how China used security institutions, structures, and rhetoric over an almost fifteen-year period to spread its norms and even standards throughout a region. Such consistent engagement has delivered results in terms of building strong relationships with complicated neighbors to such an extent that it is hard to find expressions of displeasure between them. One can see a similar pattern emerging with BRI as China uses this initiative to brand a range of activities and institutions.

12 This point was most recently affirmed to the author at the Tsinghua University World Peace Forum in Beijing in July 2019 during a panel that included experts from Chinese think tanks.

13 The contact group was first proposed during the 2005 Moscow summit and was formally announced during the 2006 Shanghai summit. See “Joint Communiqué of 2006 Summit (Full Text),” June 15, 2006, http://www.gov.cn/misc/2006-06/15/content_311296.htm.
Training and Joint Activity Beyond the SCO

It is not just with respect to Afghanistan that China has created structures beyond the SCO that appear to usurp the expected roles for this organization. China has for some time been providing training in China for Tajik and Kyrgyz border and interior ministry forces in the form of eleven-month language courses as well as scholarships for senior officers and officials to attend schools. These courses serve to build a web of links for China through important institutions in neighboring countries. In addition, a growing number of Central Asian military officers pass through the PLA National Defence University. In September 2018, officers at the PLA Academy of Military Sciences joked about the fact that recent Central Asian delegations had included numerous senior officials who had been through their educational establishments. Looking beyond the military arena, China has established outreach programs for senior policymakers in Central Asia. For example, it has a training program in Kyrgyzstan that focuses on connecting with members of the country’s ruling elite and giving them experience in China. It is unclear whether similar programs exist elsewhere, but given the growing number of elites who have had some didactic experience in China (for example, new Kazakh president Kassym-Jomart Tokayev), it seems as though Beijing is achieving this goal.

Beyond the SCO Peace Mission exercise, China has undertaken a range of bilateral exercises with Central Asian powers, mostly focused on addressing bilateral security concerns. In 2002, it undertook its first bilateral exercise with Kyrgyzstan; in August 2006, it held the Tianshan-1 exercise with Kazakhstan (a bilateral antiterrorism exercise that stretched from Almaty to Yining); and finally, in September of the same year the PLA held its first joint exercise with Tajikistan. China has reportedly been undertaking joint exercises with Uzbek security forces focused on counterterrorism efforts between the People’s Armed Police and the National Guard of Uzbekistan. China’s first training exercise with Russian forces under the auspices of the SCO was held in 2005 and dubbed the first of the Peace Mission exercises. This order of priorities reflects the importance that China apportions to bilateral exercises with Central Asia as opposed to its broader SCO engagements or efforts with Russia.

Since 2005, China has further undertaken numerous bilateral training exercises, expanding its focus to include border forces. In 2016, it undertook a large joint training exercise with Tajikistan involving some ten thousand troops near the border with Afghanistan. This activity has now...

15 Author’s interviews, Beijing, September 2018.
16 Author’s interview, Bishkek, 2014.
17 Tokayev is reported to have both served at the Soviet embassy in Beijing in the 1980s and studied at the Beijing Language and Culture University. Another alumnus, Karim Massimov, the current National Security Committee Chairman and former prime minister, is his colleague. See “Our Alumni,” Beijing Language and Culture University, http://admission.blcu.edu.cn/en/35/list.htm.
20 Sun Shangwu, “Peace Mission 2005 Ends in Blaze of Glory,” China Daily, August 26, 2005. This was not the first time Chinese and Russian forces had trained together. The two sides have been training with each other since October 1999, when Russian naval vessels visited and exercised with Chinese counterparts in Shanghai.
largely become normalized. While China still likely views its bilateral exercises with Russia as a learning opportunity, the dynamic of its exercises with Central Asian countries is different. Beijing sees these exercises as a mechanism for increasing its influence and ensuring that its security concerns will be adequately addressed.

This again provides a longer-term example of how security engagement under BRI is likely to play out. From a security perspective, China is still principally focused on its own interests (e.g., border concerns) rather than larger regional questions. This is something that is particularly relevant in a region like Central Asia that is physically adjacent to China. Looking farther afield, China’s security interests within BRI countries are likely to remain equally narrow and focused on avoiding entanglement in local conflicts. This is important to note within the context of BRI. Given that the BRI routes often traverse regions of conflict, Beijing is unlikely to step forward proactively to be a peace broker unless its direct interests are affected.

Military Aid

China has steadily increased its military aid to Central Asia. While absolute numbers are hard to calculate due to a lack of information, funding flows appear to have commenced in the 1990s. Clear Chinese support for Kyrgyzstan emerged with the signing of initial bilateral agreements at around $750,000 per annum. Tajikistan reportedly received a similar level of support in the 1990s, with reports suggesting that around $15 million was given between 1993 and 2008. Aid was provided through grants from the Ministry of National Defense or the Ministry of Public Security and covered uniforms, communications equipment, night-vision devices, office furniture and machinery, and unspecified vehicles. Support further increased in 2014 to include the construction of officers’ quarters and barracks in both Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan. This marked the beginning of a noticeable growth in military aid from China to both countries, with Defense Minister Chang Wanquan announcing that China was to give hundreds of millions to Tajikistan and $16 million to Kyrgyzstan. In 2017, then chief of joint staff Fang Fenghui announced another large gift of $14.5 million to Kyrgyzstan on a visit to Bishkek. There have been similar reports of China providing aid to Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan. Between 1997 and 2003, Kazakhstan received around $4.5 million in technological aid, communications equipment, and vehicles. Details of aid to Turkmenistan are almost impossible to verify, but experts and diplomats based in Ashgabat have reported at various times Chinese support for Turkmen security structures.

The Afghan border has been an additional source of attention for Chinese military aid and support in Tajikistan. China has reportedly built border posts for Tajik security forces and

22 “China to Give 1.3 Million Dollars in Military Aid to Kyrgyzstan,” Agence France-Presse, March 15, 2002.
23 Peyrouse, “Military Cooperation between China and Central Asia.”
24 See “Kyrgyzstan to Get 0.5m Dollars of Chinese Military Aid,” Kabar, November 12, 2007; and “Kyrgyzstan Receives Military Aid from China,” 24.kg, November 12, 2013.
26 “China Promises Multimillion Military-Technological Aid Package to Tajikistan,” Interfax, March 31, 2014; and “People’s Liberation Army of China to Allocate 100mn Yuan for Needs of Kyrgyzstan’s Armed Forces.”
28 Peyrouse, “Military Cooperation between China and Central Asia.”
29 For example, an article in the Russian press quoted the Turkmenistan defense minister as saying that the country had received a loan of $3 million. See Natalia Leshchenko “China Sponsors Development of Turkmenistan’s Army,” IHS Global Insight, November 28, 2007.
established bases on both sides of the border in Badakhshan. From these locations, Chinese forces reportedly have engaged in joint patrols and provided training (in addition to the training China provides in Xinjiang). China has also given military aid to Afghanistan, including for base construction, training, and the provision of broader security supplies such as airport security gates, uniforms, and communications equipment. While Chinese experts in the past largely denied such reports, now they openly acknowledge military aid, explaining that it reflects China’s natural interests in the region.

The lessons for BRI can again be seen in the incremental growth over time of China’s military support for and influence in BRI countries. Recognizing local needs, Beijing is willing to provide targeted military support that also addresses its own security needs and concerns. The focus of this aid is not on broader local security issues but rather on narrow Chinese interests. This is a useful point to keep in mind when considering how China might increase its security efforts following BRI investments and how the economic and security dimensions of its relationships with regional countries might interact with each other. What is significant is the degree of influence that military aid provides China in key areas of these countries’ security structures.

**Military Sales**

The final pillar covered in this essay is a more recent addition to China’s security contribution in Central Asia. In some ways, it reflects the fact that the continuum of China’s engagement with the region must be considered and underscores the need to consider how this interacts with China’s own growth. From being a country whose economy was relatively poor and similar to its Central Asian neighbors (especially in Xinjiang, the adjacent region), China has now leapfrogged into a position from which it is playing the most significant economic role in Central Asia and is increasingly becoming an important security partner to regional countries not only in terms of engagement, aid, and diplomatic status but also in terms of military sales. This is an issue of concern for Russia, which is losing market share to China. Military sales are an important aspect of the development of China’s longer-term influence across the region and provide another example of how Chinese influence could spread in BRI countries.

One of the most prominent examples of China’s growing role in the region’s defense sales is the biennial Kazakhstan Defense Expo. Initiated in 2010, the event is an opportunity for the burgeoning Kazakh defense industry to show its wares while also providing a platform for key regional players to showcase their platforms to a regional customer base. Although China has participated in the expo since the first iteration, its presence and reporting around the event have increased.

Despite this trend, there is limited evidence of substantial military sales by China to Central Asian countries, though the quality of the sales that are known is very high. Currently, the most information is available about Chinese sales to Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan has purchased Wing Loong UAV platforms as well as Y8F200W military transport.
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aircraft from Shaanxi Aircraft Corporation. The latter purchase is likely galling for Russia because the aircraft is an evolution of the Soviet-made Antonov An-12 (Cub)—suggesting that this was a sale that used to go to Russia. Turkmenistan has purchased UAV platforms, HQ-9 surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems, and the portable equivalent of SAM systems, man-portable air-defense systems, from China. Finally, Uzbekistan has bought higher-end sniper rifles, an HQ-9 SAM system, and UAVs. Tashkent has also reportedly even managed to broker a deal for some knowledge transfer through the development of a local factory to assemble and make UAVs.

Working with locals in sensitive areas or providing opportunities for regional investment that helps develop the industrial base are exactly the sorts of assistance that Central Asian governments are seeking. Uzbekistan, for example, is the regional hub for Huawei and ZTE. Both companies have long-established factories in the country and have used them as a base for regional sales. While these facilities mostly produce commercial software and hardware, they have helped build national telecommunications systems and rail and oil infrastructure. More relevant to security is the development of “safe city” programs, mostly by Huawei, in Dushanbe and reportedly Astana (now Nur-Sultan). Such projects have also long been discussed in Bishkek and Osh. The status of the Kyrgyz projects is unclear, given local pushback, and some local reporting indicates that Huawei and the Kyrgyz government have parted ways.

China is thus one of the most significant (and increasingly influential) technology providers across Central Asia and sells regional countries equipment with both civil and military uses. Although Russia remains the preeminent provider of military hardware, with vestigial Soviet links still dominating procurement structures, China is increasingly becoming the supplier of the future and provides the region with communications technology, UAV platforms, and some bigger-ticket items like missile systems. As China continues to gradually move up the value chain, it is possible that this procurement pattern will similarly change in Beijing’s favor.

China’s military sales to Central Asia set a clear precedent for BRI, particularly in terms of technology provision. The Digital Silk Road is the cyber and digital articulation of the initiative, and as Huawei, ZTE, Hikvision, and other companies commit to investments and projects along BRI routes, China will slowly become a more significant provider in this space. Given the obvious dual-use military, domestic security, and civilian applications of such technology, it is hard not to


36 This has been the case for Huawei since 1999 and for ZTE since 2004. See “Kompaniya Huawei v Uzbekistane” [Huawei in Uzbekistan], Huawei, https://www.huawei.com/uz/about-huawei/local-states; and “Istoriya Kompanii ZTE v Uzbekistane” [History of ZTE in Uzbekistan], ZTE, http://zte.ru/company/zte-in-uzbekistan.
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envision a pattern of activity in which China becomes increasingly influential in key sectors across BRI countries. This trend has already started within Central Asia, and it is likely to continue to play out in a similar fashion in other regions.

Conclusion

China’s approach to Central Asia has been characterized by incremental growth. This includes the defense and security sector, where Beijing has quietly but consistently increased its engagement across a variety of areas. In many ways, this trend simply reflects China’s expanding role in the region, but it has consequences that are far-reaching. Specifically, it provides an interesting blueprint for how China’s BRI strategy might play out in the longer term in other contexts.

What is particularly significant for the broader BRI narrative is the blend of hard and soft power that China deploys in the defense and security sector. This illustrates how influence in this sector need not only grow through obvious means like joint training or military sales but rather can cover a gamut of activities that cumulatively have the effect of helping rewire a region away from traditional security providers and partners. The long-term impact of this approach is far deeper in some ways than traditional defense and security relationships, which are focused on mitigating specific threats or problems.

China’s investment in and development of regional communications infrastructure—whose defense and security importance is only likely to increase over time—reinforces a connection between hard and soft power that is likely to have profound consequences in the long run. The broader consequences for BRI of this ever-tightening security embrace of Central Asia are to show how China can use the defense and security sector to create a web of links and dependencies in the sensitive area of national security in such a way as to ensure its long-term influence and presence. What Beijing is seeking to achieve will of course vary from region to region, but this approach is one that ensures a gradual but influential future role for China, which will continue to act to displace traditional influencers like the United States and Russia.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This essay examines the impact of the Belt and Road Initiative on Chinese security activities in Tajikistan and Afghanistan's Wakhan Corridor and argues that China's increasing assertiveness in these regions is manifest in capacity building, joint operations, and greater alignment of security interests.

MAIN ARGUMENT

China is beefing up its security presence in Tajikistan and the Afghan Wakhan Corridor in order to maintain domestic security in Tajikistan and to prevent instability from spilling over from Afghanistan into Tajikistan and then into Xinjiang. To achieve this goal, China is implementing a three-pronged security approach that involves (1) providing equipment and facilities to boost Tajikistan's security capabilities, (2) conducting joint operations with Tajik and Afghan forces near the border of all three countries, and (3) aligning Tajikistan's security interests with its own. China is facing similar challenges to implementation to those that the U.S. and Russia confronted before it—Tajikistan's security forces are beset with corruption and institutional weakness. To address these challenges, the joint operations component attempts to fill security gaps in the geographic area nearest China.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

• China is unlikely to become involved in the broader Afghanistan conflict. Instead, the People's Armed Police deployment based in Shaymak, Tajikistan, as well as joint operations with Tajik and Afghan forces, will at this stage continue to be primarily focused on securing the Afghan border with Tajikistan and China.

• Beijing is seeking to co-opt and strengthen local forces to protect Chinese projects and interests. China already uses this method in countries such as Pakistan and could expand this approach to secure its assets and interests elsewhere.

• The global détente between China and Russia does not extend to security in Central Asia, and the two sides are not cooperating in Tajikistan. To the contrary, since around 2016, Russia has increased its security presence in Tajikistan in response to China's growing security activities.
One early sign of a People’s Armed Police (PAP) deployment based in Shaymak, Tajikistan, near the confluence of the Afghan border with Tajikistan and the People’s Republic of China (PRC), was comments by an English backpacker hiking through the Afghan Wakham Corridor in 2016 about having “a fun adventure hanging with Afghan commanders, Chinese military and Tajik soldiers...at the military checkpoints in the Little Pamir.” Afghanistan’s Wakhan Corridor is a narrow strip of land that borders China, Tajikistan, and Pakistan. It is remote and mountainous and has no roads or official border crossings. From Beijing’s view, the corridor is a potential conduit for terrorists to travel unnoticed to areas near the PRC border in Tajikistan, where local security forces are limited. China has decided to jointly patrol the corridor with Tajik and Afghan forces to ensure that it does not become an exit route from Afghanistan. The presence of Chinese security services in the Wakhan Corridor should be seen in terms of China’s desire to limit the spillover of instability into Tajikistan rather than as part of a plan to put boots on the ground in the rest of Afghanistan.

This essay seeks to answer the following research questions: How does China protect its security interests in Tajikistan in the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) era? How does the initiative affect China’s security calculations in Tajikistan and the Wakhan Corridor? Moreover, how is BRI used to strengthen China’s cooperation with Tajikistan to secure the Wakhan Corridor? This research program has policy relevance for three reasons: First, it helps clarify China’s security intentions in Afghanistan. Second, it addresses how China could operate in countries with limited security capacity such as Tajikistan. Finally, this research can inform discussion on how China will protect its interest in other BRI countries.

China’s main interests in Tajikistan is maintaining domestic stability so that the country remains a buffer against violence from Afghanistan and to ensure that it does not become a safe haven for terrorists targeting Xinjiang. That is not new. What has changed is the approach.

Prior to 2014, China’s security involvement in Tajikistan (and the Wakhan Corridor) was limited. Both countries participated in multilateral security exercises through the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), but Tajikistan did not contribute much. Only one publicly recorded bilateral security exercise occurred before 2014. Occasionally Tajikistan extradited people at China’s request, but even this was limited compared with other Central Asian countries with larger Uighur populations.

This pattern began to change in 2014. A number of local factors such as the withdrawal of a majority of U.S. troops from Afghanistan, the internationalization of the Uighur issue, and worsening security in Xinjiang have made stability in Tajikistan more pressing and precarious. China has also become more assertive in protecting its interests globally, and this new assertiveness has manifested itself in three ways in Tajikistan: (1) capacity building to help the country maintain domestic stability on its own, (2) joint operations to fill gaps that Tajikistan and Afghanistan cannot fill on their own, and (3) the alignment of Tajikistan’s security interests with China’s (namely, the protection of Chinese projects and the Afghanistan-Tajikistan border).

This essay demonstrates three other points. First, numerous countries conduct security cooperation with Tajikistan, with Russia being the most active by a long way. Second, Beijing and Moscow do not cooperate on security in Tajikistan apart from SCO military exercises held every two years. Finally, much of China’s security engagement mirrors efforts with Tajikistan by
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the United States and Russia. That said, Chinese security activities are genuinely different in two respects. First, the PRC is pushing Tajik forces to protect its workers and projects. Second, no other country has conducted joint trilateral operations with Afghanistan and Tajikistan on both sides of the border.

The remainder of this essay is divided into five sections. The first section briefly explores the impact of BRI on China and Tajikistan’s relationship. The essay then examines China’s new security approach to Tajikistan and the Wakhan Corridor. The subsequent three sections analyze China’s capacity building in Tajikistan, its joint operations with Tajik and Afghan forces, and the alignment of Chinese and Tajik security interests.

The Impact of BRI on China-Tajikistan Relations

BRI is composed of five types of “connectivity”: policy coordination, infrastructure building, trade, financial integration, and people-to-people exchange. There has been no financial integration of China with Tajikistan. Exports from China to Tajikistan dropped approximately 40% between 2014 and 2018, but it remains the largest exporter to Tajikistan, while Tajikistan still exports very little to the PRC. Xi Jinping said in 2017 that BRI should be “docked” with Tajikistan’s 2030 National Development Strategy (similar to China’s policy coordination with Kazakhstan, Qatar, Thailand, and Myanmar). But it is still unclear how this works in practice. On people-to-people exchange, Chinese companies train and employ thousands of Tajik workers as they localize their workforce to take advantage of cheap local wages and respond to pressure from the Tajikistan government. Beijing continues to offer scholarships for Tajik students to attend Chinese universities, and training of Tajik officials has increased modestly as well.

On infrastructure, Beijing has shifted from government-to-government loans to direct investment, which boosts employment, government revenue, and exports (and by extension foreign reserves). The majority of Chinese government lending to Tajikistan occurred between 2007 and 2011. The only major ($over $100 million) post-BRI loan so far was a $331 million deal for the second stage of a coal-fired power plant in Dushanbe that was inked during Xi’s 2014 visit and disbursed in 2015 and 2016 (see Figures 1 and 2). Tajikistan continues to borrow from other sources, such as Eurobonds.

Chinese investment in Tajikistan has been higher in the years following the announcement of BRI (see Figure 3). Some of this is due to long-planned projects to upgrade preexisting mining

**Figure 1** Annual net export-import bank disbursements to Tajikistan

Source: Ministry of Finance (Tajikistan).

**Figure 2** Percent of Tajikistan’s external debt held by China

Source: Ministry of Finance (Tajikistan).
operations and build cement plants.\(^7\) Two projects in their formative stages dwarf any current Chinese loan or investment project in Tajikistan. The first is a gas pipeline, Line D, which would run from Turkmenistan through Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan to China. The project was announced in 2013 and has progressed in fits and starts. The latest proposed completion date is 2024. Construction is ongoing in Tajikistan and expected to commence in late 2019 in Kyrgyzstan.\(^8\) In Tajikistan the project is being built by a joint venture between a subsidiary of China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) and Tajikistan’s state-run gas distributor.\(^9\) Line D is slated to supply around 30 billion cubic meters per year of gas, which is approximately a quarter of the PRC’s current gas imports.\(^10\) The choice of this route is not purely economic. Three gas pipelines already run from Turkmenistan via Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan to China. Given that the easiest and cheapest option would be to build Line D alongside these existing pipelines,


the route selected is an intentional decision by China to tie Tajikistan’s stability to its own energy security. The transit fees would boost Tajikistan’s budget and also buy political influence with President Emomali Rahmon.

The second project is the proposed upgrades to the Tajikistan Aluminum Company (TALCO). The company is Tajikistan’s leading exporter and a rich source of foreign currency. But output from the existing factory had been declining for some time due to dated technology and poor maintenance. Yunnan Construction and Investment Holding Group in 2018 proposed construction of a $1.6 billion smelter, with building slated to start in 2019. As part of this deal, TALCO will reportedly become a China-Tajikistan joint venture, but details remain scarce. In April 2019, China Machine and Engineering Corp proposed a $545 million upgrade of the existing plant. Financing of the proposal remains unclear. The TALCO plans are in their initial stages and may not progress, but there is a clear shift in effort toward projects that generate revenue and foreign currency rather than just basic infrastructure.

**China’s New Security Approach to Tajikistan and the Wakhan Corridor**

China’s security involvement in Tajikistan and the Wakhan Corridor before 2013 was limited. Tajikistan participated in multilateral SCO security exercises that were held on an ad hoc basis from 2003 and then every two years from 2010, but its contribution to these was limited. China and Tajikistan held only one publicized bilateral joint security exercise before 2014. Security aid, both civilian and military, was also small, consisting only of jeeps, uniforms, and small amounts of nonlethal technical equipment such as computers. Although Chinese and Tajik security leaders met each other regularly at SCO forums, this did not translate into much meaningful cooperation.

The PRC’s security engagement with Tajikistan became more active beginning in 2014. Two trends precipitated this development. First, China’s threat perception changed. The Tajik economy weakened due to a sharp drop in remittances from Russia. In some years, remittances have been equivalent to approximately 50% of Tajikistan’s GDP. More importantly, the withdrawal of a majority of NATO troops from Afghanistan in 2014 heightened concerns that violence could spread into Tajikistan. The Chinese ambassador to Tajikistan, Yao Bin, acknowledged in 2018 that Tajikistan “is an important barrier to withstand the spillover effects of the situation in Afghanistan and to prevent terrorist and extremist forces heading north into Central Asia.”

Deng Hao, secretary general of the China Center for Shanghai Cooperation Organization Studies, likewise observed in October of the same year that “Tajikistan is located in an important part of Central Asia, and it is an important security barrier for every country.”
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in Central Asia and the SCO.” Xi Jinping had stated in 2015 that the SCO needs to “strengthen joint operational capacity to firmly build a regional security barrier.” At the same time, as concerns over Afghanistan and Tajikistan have grown, China has become more active in security affairs globally. The PRC leadership judged that external risks had increased and Beijing’s security policy needed to be more assertive and better coordinated to protect Chinese interests. Xi said in 2013 that China “faces the dual pressure of safeguarding national sovereignty, security, and development interests externally and safeguarding political security and social stability internally; all kinds of predictable and unpredictable risk factors have significantly increased.” Although overseas security activity had already increased markedly under Hu Jintao, this trend accelerated under Xi. He began reforms to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) in 2013, established the Central National Security Commission in 2013, and oversaw the passage of the new counterterrorism law in 2015, which legalized overseas counterterrorism activities for PRC security organs. Perhaps most significantly, construction of a PLA facility began in 2015 in Djibouti. Xi also dropped “keeping a low profile” as a guiding principle of the PRC’s foreign policy, instead favoring terms like “striving for achievement.”

Senior officials in the security services judged that the gap between international and domestic security had shrunk. In 2014, Liu Yuejin, who was then an academic at the University of International Relations (which has been linked to the Ministry of State Security), argued that the distinctions between external and internal and between traditional and nontraditional security are now almost nonexistent. In 2015, he was appointed to the Ministry of Public Security (MPS) as counterterrorism commissioner (vice-ministerial level). Former PAP deputy commander Wang Yongsheng cautioned in March 2015 that terrorist networks are simultaneously globalizing and localizing. Attacks are becoming more and more sophisticated, while at the same time growing numbers of “lone wolves” seek to commit atrocities.

China’s policy prescription to address this disappearing gap between domestic and international security interests has been greater assertiveness overseas across all arms of the PRC security apparatus. In 2017, then minister of public security Guo Shengkun said that public security work is “internationalizing.” The MPS counterterrorism commissioner Liu stated in September 2018 that his organization was ready to work with other countries’ law enforcement to...
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“strengthen the combat and prevention of criminal activities and terrorist threats and carry out targeted joint operations.”

However, the PAP seems most likely to build specific capabilities to undertake long-term overseas counterterrorism deployments. Zhang Xiaoci, the head of intelligence for the PAP, argued in September 2018 that “counter-terrorism preparations must follow the expansion of the country’s strategic interests.” He added, “We must strive to become a deterrent force to safeguard national security, a pioneering force to protect overseas interests and an elite force for universal fighting.” This statement builds on comments in July 2018 by PAP commander Wang Ning that “the functions of the PAP are expanding from…stability maintenance to rights protection, from domestic to international.” Zhou Jian, who is a professor at the PAP School of Politics, wrote in 2016 that “the PAP going abroad for counterterrorism is an irreplaceable strategy.”

The combination of China’s new threat assessments in Tajikistan and new assertiveness in the security domain has manifested itself as a three-pronged approach to protect Chinese interests. This approach involves building capacity so that Tajikistan is more capable of maintaining domestic stability, deploying personnel in Tajikistan and Afghanistan to protect Chinese interests that local forces cannot, and aligning the security interests of the PRC and Tajikistan. The next three sections explore each part of this strategy.

Chinese Capacity Building in Tajikistan

Since 2014, Chinese efforts to boost capacity for Tajikistan have focused on border force troops and civilian law-enforcement agencies. At the SCO Leaders’ Summit in 2014, Xi Jinping stated that the SCO should “comprehensively upgrade each country’s law-enforcement agencies’ capacity to maintain stability and control the situation.” This is the first time that a Chinese leader at the SCO Leaders’ Summit called for building stability-maintenance capacity (weiwen nengli jianshe) for member countries.


31 A more common formulation was that “protecting security and stability in Central Asia and each member country [of the SCO] is of the utmost importance,” and that SCO “leaders support the efforts of Central Asian countries to maintain peace, security, and stability in their own countries and regionally.” See “Hu Jintao chuxi Shanghai Hezuo Zuzhi fenghui bing fabiao zhongyao jianghua” [Hu Jintao Attends the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation Summit and Delivers an Important Speech], Ministry of Foreign Affairs (PRC), July 5, 2005, http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/ch/zyxw/t202412.htm.
stated the need to “strengthen cooperation on capacity building for law enforcement and security departments.”

Although serious all-of-organization cooperation in any sphere is limited by the animosity between India and Pakistan, as well as tensions among Central Asian states, the SCO provides a multilateral venue to pursue bilateral capacity building. As a case in point, during the 2018 SCO Security Council Secretaries Meeting in Beijing, China’s minister of public security Zhao Kezhi met bilaterally with counterparts from all SCO countries except Russia but only mentioned capacity-building cooperation with Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. This demonstrates both that China is committed to capacity building with Tajikistan and that the policy is not organization-wide but rather a targeted attempt to boost capacity in what Beijing considers the most fragile SCO countries.

Capacity building with Tajikistan takes three forms—provision of new equipment and facilities, exercises, and training. Certainly, Chinese capacity-building efforts have increased, but they need to be kept in perspective. Training and exercises have only increased modestly. While the provision of equipment has grown, it is still mainly limited to nonlethal aid. In all three areas, China lags far behind Russia and in some ways is still behind the United States.

**New Equipment and Facilities**

Prior to 2014, the PRC provided Tajikistan with small nonlethal security equipment like jeeps. Since then, it has increased both military and civilian security aid, but such aid is focused on the construction of new buildings and provision of nonlethal equipment on the border between Afghanistan and Tajikistan.

In 2016 the PRC provided a grant to build four new border posts, three commanders’ quarters, and a new training facility on the border. The Tajik side was in charge of Chinese worker safety. An anonymous Tajik official told the *Wall Street Journal* of secret agreements to build “30 to 40 guard posts on the Tajik side of the country’s border with Afghanistan.” These deals remain unconfirmed. At this stage, there is no public evidence of 30 to 40 border posts being upgraded, but larger-scale reconstruction of Tajikistan’s border facilities is a plausible next step.

The MPS also funded the construction of a three-story building for the Tajik Drug Control Agency in Kulob in 2016 (approximately 40 kilometers from the Afghan border). China Jing An Import and Export Corporation, which is a major arms and materials supplier to China’s security
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services, undertook the construction. Not long after these facilities were built, Tajikistan's border force unveiled new Norinco VP-11 mine-resistant ambush-protected vehicles (of which there are two visible in online photos) and Shaanxi Baoji Tiger vehicles (of which there are eight visible in online photos). These were unveiled alongside dozens of armored Chrysler jeeps.

The PRC has not provided many weapons to Tajikistan, which either cannot afford or is unwilling to purchase Chinese systems. Beijing also has not provided weapons systems as military aid, possibly because Tajikistan has a greater need for basic facilities and transportation equipment. Russia provides much of the small arms required for border defense.

One issue facing China's provision of aid for capacity building is the institutional weakness of the Tajik security services. Pay is low, and sometimes even withheld, while hazing and desertion are commonplace. If troops are easily bribed or poorly motivated, they are less likely to perform in accordance with Beijing's interests. Tajikistan's border guard controls the drug routes from Afghanistan. New Chinese-built counternarcotics facilities will struggle to overcome this constraint.

Tajikistan's security services are particularly weak in the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region. In 2012, open fighting between the Special Forces of the Tajik army and local militias in Khorog led to the deaths of dozens on both sides. In the end, the special forces, which the United States had trained and equipped, had to back down. This highlights the limits of capacity building. The PAP is deployed to Gorno-Badakhshan.

Huawei, funded by a $21 million loan from the Export-Import Bank of China, installed 870 cameras around Dushanbe in 2014 as part of a Safe City project to monitor traffic violations and public order. Although Tajikistan’s Ministry of the Interior was mostly interested in the revenue from fines, from Beijing's perspective the project allows Tajikistan's police to identify threats to stability more quickly, using what Huawei described as a command, control, and communications central integrated command platform. Huawei trained over 50 members of the Interior Ministry to use the system, and it operates a separate annual program to train 10 government technology officials and 8 young technology experts in China every year. Given that many MPS units in China use similar systems and receive training from Huawei, the Smart City system and training program potentially offer interoperability between Tajikistan's Ministry of the Interior and the MPS. It is unclear whether the other Chinese-built law-enforcement facilities include Chinese information and communications technology (ICT) systems. In other parts of the world, China has provided such systems when building security infrastructure.
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42 “Huawei zhuli Tajikesitan pingan chengshi jianshe” [Huawei Helps Tajikistan Build a Safe City], Huawei, February 9, 2015, https://e.huawei.com/cn/case-studies/cn/2015/201502091636.
Russia, by contrast, has noticeably increased its provision of lethal weapons since around 2017, which in this author’s judgment is partly a response to concerns over China’s growing security role. In that year alone, Russia provided Tajikistan with $122 million in free equipment, including T-72B1 tanks, BTR-80 and BTR-70 armored personnel carriers, BMP-2 infantry fighting vehicles, Mi-24 and Mi-8 helicopters, D-30 howitzers, and anti-aircraft mounts. The U.S. provision of equipment and funding for facilities have declined since 2014, but the United States still provided nearly $10 million in military assistance to Tajikistan in 2017 and 2018 combined, including for the construction of a new post on the Tajikistan-Afghanistan border.

**Exercises**

There have only ever been a handful of China-Tajikistan bilateral security exercises, but the frequency has increased since 2015. The first in 2006 was described by Dennis Blasko as “as rudimentary as an exercise can be.” In 2015, Tajik and Chinese special operations forces conducted joint counterterrorism drills at a mountain training center outside Dushanbe. This was the first time the MPS special operations forces conducted training exercises overseas. The exercises lasted two days and involved over one hundred Chinese personnel. Coordination 2016 involved four days of counterterrorism exercises on the Afghan-Tajik border in the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region. A small mobile company of 414 PLA troops joined a large contingent of Tajik troops, numbering up to ten thousand, according to some on the Tajik side. Another joint exercise involving a PLA company in Gorno-Badakhshan was reportedly to be held in late July 2019, but it had not taken place at the time of writing.

Multilaterally, Tajikistan and China participate together in the military SCO Peace Missions, which have been held in 2003, 2007, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016, and 2018. However, Tajikistan’s participation in these exercises has been modest. On the civilian side the exercises are more diverse. They include the following:

- Humanitarian exercises were held in 2013 and 2015. They were headed by the Ministry of Civil Affairs, with the MPS contributing firefighters and security personnel.

- SCO cybersecurity exercises were held in 2015 and 2017 in Xiamen and will presumably be held every two years into the future. The information on these exercises is limited, but they were focused on the cyber element of counterterrorism. Given the fraught relationship between India and Pakistan, cooperation among all SCO countries is unlikely. Nonetheless, this exercise could form the basis for future bilateral or minilateral cooperation on cybersecurity.

- Irregular counterterrorism exercises involving China, Tajikistan, and some combination of other SCO members have been conducted.
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Tajikistan, Russia, and the PRC have never held a trilateral security exercise. Russia has stepped up its bilateral exercises with Tajikistan since 2015 when it became obvious that the PRC was boosting its activities. Russia also frequently engages Tajikistan in multilateral exercises without China. The Russian-led Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) hosts three annual multilateral security exercises that involve Tajikistan. The CSTO and Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) countries also hold other ad hoc multilateral exercises involving both Russia and Tajikistan.

Training

China seeks to boost training for Tajik security personnel. So far only modest increases have occurred since BRI was launched, but there are plans for larger training programs. The biggest gains have been in civilian training, which reflects Xi’s stated aim to boost “stability maintenance capacity.” A December 2018 article published in a Chinese state-owned newspaper quoted an anonymous MPS official who stated that the MPS has trained nearly 20,000 foreign law enforcement officials from more than 80 countries in just over ten years. That might sound like a lot, but it amounts to only 25 people per country per year. Obviously, that number is not uniformly distributed. Public data is not available for the number of Tajik officials trained by the MPS, but reports suggest that perhaps dozens are trained per year, with a strong focus on senior officials.

In 2014, the MPS established the China National Institute for SCO International Exchange and Judicial Cooperation in Shanghai, which is a specialized institute to train SCO officials. The center claims to have trained over 300 cadres from SCO states between 2014 and June 2018—an average of 67 per year (counting the period as four and a half years). An unknown subset of those would be from Tajikistan. The Internal Affairs Ministry of Tajikistan has approximately 30,000 personnel. Courses typically last one or two weeks and are almost exclusively composed of senior personnel. MPS training focuses on topics like reconnaissance, technology, counterterrorism, counternarcotics, cybersecurity, or transnational crime. The center planned to train 2,000 cadres from all SCO countries over three years starting from June 2018.

Beyond the China National Institute for SCO International Exchange and Judicial Cooperation, organizations affiliated with the MPS also conduct mainly short-term training courses for
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Tajik law enforcement. There are intermittent reports of groups of around fifteen undertaking short-term training in China. The PAP also conducts limited training for Tajik officials. Dozens of PLA academies also train foreign officers in both short-term and long-term programs. Although public records show that small groups and individuals from Tajikistan attend these institutions, little public evidence exists to show that the number of citizens receiving training from PLA academies is increasing. Unlike on the civilian side, there is no new academy specifically for SCO countries.

Other nations provide significant training to Tajikistan’s security services as well. As of 2014, 70% of officers in the country’s special operations forces graduated from Russian military institutes. Russia’s border guard trains the Tajik border guard, and Russia trained 1,000 Tajik military personnel at its 201st base in southern Tajikistan between 2015 and 2018. This number is significant, given that the entire Tajik military numbers only 20,000 people. In the 2016 fiscal year, the United States trained 540 troops from Tajikistan. The Department of Defense budgeted for the training of 1,200 Tajik special forces troops in 2017, but it is unclear whether this actually occurred.

In sum, the PRC seeks to boost the capacity of Tajikistan to maintain domestic stability and thus has prioritized building the capacity of the country’s border guard and civilian security personnel. Funding for new facilities and the provision of equipment have focused on both areas, while modest training increases have concentrated on civilian officials.

Joint Operations and PAP Deployment

Joint operations allow the PRC to play a role where gaps exist in Tajikistan’s capacity to protect Chinese security interests. There appears to be a relatively clear delineation of roles for the PAP, PLA, and MPS at this stage. The PAP is in charge of counterterrorism efforts (reconnaissance
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patrols in remote areas), the PLA could potentially be called on in a crisis, and the MPS is responsible for discussions on project protection and traditional law-enforcement cooperation that may lead to operations in the future.

Since 2016, PAP personnel have been based south of Shaymak in Tajikistan's Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region near the confluence of the Afghanistan-PRC-Tajikistan borders. Asia-Plus quotes an anonymous source from Tajikistan's military who says that the facility is a Chinese-financed border post under Tajik command but housing Chinese personnel. This claim, however, is difficult to verify. From this facility (whoever commands it), the PAP patrols both the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region and the Wakhan Corridor jointly with local forces.

The autonomous region makes up 45% of Tajikistan's territory but only contains around 3% of its population. In addition, much of the terrain is over 3,000 meters above sea level. Tajik security forces are thus spread thin in this area. The same is true of Afghanistan's forces in the Wakhan Corridor.

The purpose of the deployment seems to be to conduct reconnaissance in the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region and the Wakhan Corridor to ensure that terrorists are prevented from traveling to regions near the PRC border. The Wakhan Corridor has no roads to China, while the Chinese border with the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region only has one road crossing, which is well policed on the PRC side. The area is mountainous and would be difficult to cross on foot. But the Chinese government has decided that the border must be completely secure. The fact that the PRC has put personnel on Tajik soil suggests a lack of confidence in Afghan and Tajik forces to undertake that role. There is long-standing discontent in Gorno-Badakhshan toward the Tajik government, which has occasionally resulted in violence. The PAP deployment is small and located well away from major population centers, suggesting that it is not designed to deal with domestic conflict. That may be a contingency in the future but not now.

According to an unnamed Tajik official, “There are parts of the country where the Chinese have taken over border control completely.” He added, “They patrol on their own, in their own vehicles.” These activities remain unconfirmed. If true, it would likely be in Gorno-Badakhshan, where PAP personnel have been spotted and Tajik coverage is sparse. If PAP personnel were operating along other parts of the border, they would be noticed and photographed by tourists or locals before too long. That has not yet happened. Border operations beyond Gorno-Badakhshan are unlikely in the short term. That part of the border is better covered by the Tajik border service, and such operations would annoy the Russians. Chinese patrols there would also be an operational step-change because they would involve heavily trafficked sections of the border.

The PRC deployment in Tajikistan is probably staffed with only PAP personnel. But the PLA and PAP likely communicate on the PAP's activities in Tajikistan and Afghanistan. The author bases this view on the following fragmentary evidence. First, when China's operations in Tajikistan and the Wakhan Corridor came to light in late 2016, the PAP was under the dual administration of the
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MPS and Central Military Commission (CMC). That has since changed, and most of the PAP’s functions are now under the sole administration of the CMC. In 2015 the PLA also established the PLA Overseas Operations Office to “direct and coordinate overseas operations” for both the PLA and PAP.72 This would likely extend to PAP operations in Tajikistan.

Second, the PLA and PAP train for contingencies that could apply to Tajikistan or the Afghan Wakhan. Wang Ning, who is an ally of Xi Jinping and was shifted from the PLA to command the PAP, said that “[PAP] Special Forces need to be the sharp edge of counterterrorism with air forces for effective support.”73 Wang has experience overseeing PLA exercises in Central Asia, having directed the Peace Mission exercise held in August 2014, only months before he joined the PAP.74 The PAP personnel in Tajikistan are from Xinjiang, where they conduct counterterrorism exercises with the PLA.75 Some of these exercises involve joint air support between the PLA, the PAP, and civilian carriers. In February 2017, for example, eight PLA helicopters, ten civilian aircraft, and an unknown number of PAP aircraft conducted a rapid-response exercise that moved thousands of PAP and PLA troops to locations throughout Xinjiang, including the Tianshan Mountains (which traverse the China-Tajikistan border).76

Third, the timing of meetings in early 2016 suggests that Fang Fenghui of the PLA and CMC was involved in initial discussions for the deployment, though he was later purged in the anticorruption campaign. During a meeting with Tajik president Rahmon in Beijing in late February 2016, Fang said that “China is willing to further enhance military cooperation and multilateral counter-terrorism collaboration with Tajikistan.”77 He had a meeting with Afghan president Ashraf Ghani just a couple of days later, which was around the time that trilateral operations started.

Although the PRC has personnel in Tajikistan, it still lags a long way behind Russia. The Russian military base in Tajikistan encompasses three facilities in Dushanbe, Qurghonteppa, and Kulob—all far from the PAP’s deployment in Gorno-Badakhshan. Most of the approximately seven thousand Russian troops are stationed in Dushanbe. Russia also operates the Okno space surveillance complex, located near Nurek, which detects and tracks ballistic missiles aimed at Russia and Central Asia.

China and Tajikistan have conducted surprisingly few joint patrols on their shared border. Joint border patrols were mentioned by state media in September 2016, September 2017, and May 2019.78 However, the photos and videos published indicated ritualized exercises rather than serious operations. By contrast, China has conducted many publicly acknowledged border
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patrols with Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan; thus, lack of willingness from the Chinese side is most likely not the reason. Since 2010, the PLA has conducted annual joint patrols with the Kyrgyz military in the areas near Torugart Pass, and in 2013 the frequency of these patrols increased to three times per year.\(^79\) In 2015, MPS border control units from the Kizilsu Kirghiz Autonomous Prefecture—which are equivalent to a PLA regiment—held six days of joint patrols with Kyrgyz border defense guards from Osh.\(^80\) In Kazakhstan, military border units have likewise been undertaking joint patrols with China since 2003 and now undertake what are referred to as “joint operations” on the border.\(^81\) Multiple MPS border units have also undertaken patrols with their Kazakh counterparts since 2016.\(^82\) One possible explanation for the lack of patrols with Tajikistan is the small number of Tajik personnel in the area, which is unlikely to change. The PAP patrols can be seen as a response.

The MPS is pushing for traditional law-enforcement operations, which have not yet been conducted on Tajik soil. During SCO meetings in Beijing and Qingdao in May 2018, the MPS counterterrorism commissioner, Liu Yuejin, and the deputy security general of the National Narcotics Control Commission, Wei Xiaojun, said that SCO countries need to deploy joint operations to combat drug trafficking, boost capacity, and increase personnel training and technological exchange.\(^83\) MPS officials had previously mentioned joint operational capacity and joint operations at SCO meetings, but their statements were more coordinated in 2018.\(^84\) While they have promoted the policy at the SCO, actual joint operations would likely be bilateral.

### Alignment of Security Interests

China is working to align the security interests of many BRI participant countries. Xi Jinping stated at the 2017 Belt and Road Forum, “We should foster the vision of common, comprehensive, cooperative and sustainable security, and create a security environment built and shared by all.”\(^85\) A Xinhua readout from a bilateral meeting in June 2019 between Rahmon and Xi states that both sides committed “to build a China-Tajikistan community of security step by step.”\(^86\) Implementing this vision in Tajikistan means aligning interests on the Afghanistan-Tajikistan border and protecting the Line D gas pipeline when (or if) it opens in 2024. Building facilities such as border
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\(^82\) Ibid.


watchtowers is one element of the PRC’s plan. Joint operations also shift Tajik and Afghan security resources to areas of interest to China.

In addition to pursuing these general strategies, Beijing has adopted specific tools to realign security interests. The first are economic. This happened before the launch of BRI, but the initiative’s renewed focus on projects that are important sources of budgetary revenues and foreign exchange aligns security views more closely than building roads. In particular, Tajikistan’s budgetary revenues will be aligned to China’s energy security.

Second, the PRC is actively pushing measures to protect its projects both bilaterally and multilaterally through the SCO. In 2014, Xi mentioned the protection of oil and gas pipelines at the SCO Leaders’ Summit.87 This was the same trip during which he announced the building of Line D. Guo Shengkun, who was then the state counselor in charge of public security (as well as minister of public security), told his Tajik counterpart in 2016 that China would like to improve security cooperation on large-scale projects in Tajikistan.88 Recent visits by Chinese ambassadors to PRC projects have included inspections of security measures.89 This was not common previously.

Finally, Beijing has launched new security forums, mechanisms, and dialogues focused on Eurasia and Africa since 2015. The ones that matter to Tajikistan are the Quadrilateral Cooperation and Coordination Mechanism, which started in 2016 and focuses on counterterrorism; the MPS-led Lianyungang Forum, which started in 2015 and focuses on transnational security; and the International Cooperation Conference on Transnational Oil and Gas Pipelines, which has been held as a part of the Lianyungang Forum since 2017.90 At the inaugural conference in 2017, it was clear that Tajikistan was a priority country. Representatives from 35 countries attended the meeting, but the vice minister of the MPS, Huang Ming, only met bilaterally with representatives from Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, and Tajikistan.91 Although plans to protect Line D are still being worked out, a program to train one thousand people, including four hundred law-enforcement officials, from all countries was announced at the second iteration of the meeting in June 2018.92 There are few other details at this stage.

The Quadrilateral Cooperation and Coordination Mechanism includes Afghanistan, China, Pakistan, and Tajikistan and is the main forum for multilateral security dialogue between China and Afghanistan, which is not a full member of the SCO. This forum is likely where the PAP’s joint operations will be discussed. Similar to other PRC groupings, it probably functions as a multilateral shell for bilateral and minilateral cooperation due to the tense relationship between the governments of Afghanistan and Pakistan.

---

91 Ibid.
Conclusion

China’s main interest in Tajikistan is for the country to remain stable. This is not new. But Beijing’s assessment of the threat to this interest has changed. It now sees two interrelated challenges to stability. The first is the threat of violence spilling over from Afghanistan. The second is the limitations on the ability of the civilian security forces to handle law enforcement.

China has made a serious effort to increase its security engagement with Tajikistan since around 2014. This has focused on capacity building for civilian law enforcement and the border service, security alignment, and joint operations on the Tajikistan-Afghanistan border, which reflects Chinese interests. It also indicates that the PRC’s efforts in Tajikistan and the Wakhan Corridor are about keeping violence hemmed into Afghanistan. Beijing will happily facilitate dialogue between different parties in Afghanistan, but it will not make a serious security contribution in that country.

China is not concerned about Russia’s presence in Tajikistan. The seven thousand Russian troops in the country do not threaten Chinese interests and could play a security role should violence actually spill over from Afghanistan. Russia, however, is concerned about China’s presence because it wants to maintain security primacy in the region. Hence, the two sides largely operate parallel to each other.

Beijing remains skeptical of Tajikistan’s capacity to keep instability in Afghanistan from spilling over. As a result, PRC leaders have made the decision to send security personnel to conduct reconnaissance missions on both sides of the Afghanistan-Tajikistan border, but only in the region closest to China. This is the area where Tajikistan’s security coverage is weakest.

At this stage, there is a division of labor between China’s security services. The MPS handles traditional law-enforcement cooperation and coordinates with Tajikistan on project protection. The PAP undertakes beyond-the-border joint reconnaissance patrols, with the PLA potentially available for contingencies such as noncombatant evacuations. This division allows each section of China’s security apparatus to develop relationships with its counterpart in Tajikistan and potentially co-opt it into protecting China’s security interests. The MPS pushes Tajikistan’s Interior Ministry to consider protection of Chinese projects in that country. This will be pertinent if Line D is completed. The deployment of the PAP instead of the PLA allows Beijing to maintain the appearance that the Chinese military is not active in Tajikistan and Afghanistan.

Tajikistan is after all a relatively stable country, so China remains worried about potential threats rather than actual activities that have already occurred. Beijing’s ongoing response will be driven by the goal of maintaining stability. This means that its main course of action will be to continue to boost capacity and to co-opt Tajikistan’s security services. Joint operations will be considered where or when Beijing deems local capacity insufficient, such as in the Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Region or in the event of a threat to Line D.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This essay discusses the evolution of a new security actor—Chinese private security companies (PSCs)—and examines how PSCs guard Chinese interests abroad.

MAIN ARGUMENT

China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which crosses many geographic borders, is expanding rapidly. As BRI spreads around the globe, the country must address a new set of problems and risks. Primary among these is the fact that China is now deepening its economic and personnel footprint in countries with serious political and security problems. An alternative pathway for the deployment of armed forces is the expansion of the Chinese private security industry. The purpose of this industry is to help Chinese state-owned enterprises protect themselves in dangerous places. Stimulated by BRI, the evolution of PSCs with “Chinese characteristics” will greatly affect China’s military-security plans and posture. From civil-military relations to the competition among ministries and government organizations to regulate the privatization of security, the future of Chinese PSCs is intertwined with the modernization of the People’s Liberation Army and the People’s Armed Police.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

• The central government needs to work with regulators to adopt a comprehensive code of conduct to safeguard not only Chinese infrastructure and personnel but a broad range of stakeholders.

• China needs to promote sophisticated risk analysis and mitigation, especially when cooperating with third countries in infrastructure investments. Security incidents abroad involving Chinese PSCs have direct political consequences due to the blurred distinction between public and private in China.

• The international community needs to monitor the interaction between Chinese and international private military security companies from the U.S. and Russia and promote the transparency and accountability of Chinese PSCs.

• The Western powers need to closely monitor the impact of the Chinese private security sector on China’s military security doctrine and global force projection.
President Xi Jinping’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is one of the most ambitious infrastructure initiatives ever launched. Its massive scale will create commercial opportunities for a wide range of companies and service providers around the world. Yet, in addition to creating new investments, enabling trade, and increasing China’s economic clout, Chinese leaders and all the stakeholders involved—state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and companies in the private sector—need to address countless risks. These risks include currency inconvertibility, lack of transparency, sovereign credit risk, repudiation of contractual agreements, asset nationalization, cyberattacks, terrorism, civil war, riots, and strikes. The solutions to these problems require thorough assessment and appropriate management of risk.

Protecting BRI through the use of private security companies (PSCs) requires a wide range of security services along both the land routes (the belt) and the maritime corridors (the road). Chinese companies openly acknowledge that there are numerous risks associated with FDI in emerging economies, but there is still a lack of analysis of how to bridge the gap between perceived risks and real threats. Inadequate oversight, miscalculation of political risks, and limited appreciation of the threat of criminal violence are still common in project assessments for BRI. While SOEs in the energy and information communications technology (ICT) sectors are quite adept in assessing and managing their personnel security, private companies that are engaging for the first time in high-risk areas are unwilling to invest in costly but necessary risk assessments or security measures. At the same time, Chinese small and medium-sized enterprises that work as subcontractors for SOEs are not able to invest in a proper security apparatus due to low profit margins. Furthermore, SOEs and private companies often receive limited support from the host nation’s public security forces and are largely left to their own devices in times of crisis. The evolution of security requirements as these companies expand their operations under BRI, which has already motivated profound changes in China’s military and security doctrine and posture, will have an impact on China’s global force projection and capabilities. These trends highlight several issues that still must be addressed within the context of BRI: how Chinese firms will provide security along the initiative’s land and maritime routes, how these companies can benefit from interactions with international PSCs, and whether PSCs will formalize their relationships with the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).

This essay examines these and other security issues related to BRI and the rise of the Chinese private security sector. It begins by illustrating the ongoing evolution of the sector and the steep learning curve that makes it dependent on foreign expertise. The essay also illustrates the physical security requirements for Chinese personnel and assets and the related guidelines for risk assessment and management in BRI countries. The essay then discusses the possible evolution and expansion overseas of Chinese PSCs that are able to learn and adapt their operations in hostile foreign areas.

The Need to Secure BRI Projects: The Role of the Private Sector

Most analysts tend to measure Chinese influence in BRI countries in economic or political terms. There is, however, a security dimension that is fundamentally different from the conventional expectation that a government will send in the army when its nationals encounter
security problems overseas. Given the vast distance of BRI routes, a growing number of Chinese SOEs are operating in very challenging security environments, such as areas affected by armed conflicts, social tensions, organized crime, and weak and predatory governments. These threats and risks expose Chinese assets and citizens to considerable danger. Therefore, security and risk management are becoming major factors that may determine the success or failure of many elements within the larger context of BRI projects.

In the absence of greater willingness by China to project force abroad, one answer to this problem is the more than five thousand PSCs that collectively employ more than three million security officers in mainland China. The majority of these officers, however, have yet to be tested and are not currently held accountable either internationally or domestically. Of the five thousand companies, few have the capability to operate in foreign countries, and most of the time they subcontract to international or local contractors. Chinese PSCs still have a relatively small presence abroad, employing only between several hundred and several thousand unarmed security personnel, and Chinese law prohibits them from using weapons. Past crises and the killing of Chinese personnel along the BRI corridors are forcing Beijing’s strategic planners to increase the pace and the scope of civil-military integration, rethink the decades-old principle of noninterference, and most importantly develop strategies to prevent and mitigate crises along sea lines of communication and the Eurasian land belt.

In this context, China is already increasing the pace of the PLA’s modernization and the number of international missions that the PLA is conducting under the aegis of the United Nations. It has also renewed calls for the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) to be a security actor in Central and South Asia against the “three evils” of terrorism, separatism, and extremism. Another priority has been the integration of the public and private sectors in promoting the growth of the military industry complex and the transfer of military equipment to neighboring countries. Although these programs have yet to deliver the desired outcomes, President Xi Jinping envisions China as a global power by 2049. Therefore, PSCs are beginning to fill the security vacuum along the BRI routes. The current use of both international and Chinese PSCs by Chinese firms has several implications for Western interests. First, given the geographic scope and security prerequisites of BRI, the projection of Chinese power establishes a new trajectory for China’s global security footprint that requires deeper understanding. Second, this new course is something that must be engaged with and shaped by Western states.

Clear guidelines are needed to align Chinese PSCs with international standards for the Western private security sector. The inaugural International Forum on Security and Law Research
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In Beijing addressed for the first time in China the legal requirements to monitor and regulate the
evolution of the Chinese private security sector. The forum involved not only academics but also
international PSCs and international Chinese regulators from the State-owned Assets Supervision
and Administration Commission of the State Council and the Chinese military. International
actors such as the Swiss government, the International Code of Conduct Association (ICoCA),
and the International Committee of the Red Cross have already done work on this issue, while
the U.S.-led International Stability Operations Association (ISOA) is extending feelers toward its
Chinese counterparts. The Western security apparatus recognizes the responsibility of both the
business and the private security provider to ensure that operations are effectively carried out,
while taking into consideration the rights and the well-being of all stakeholders. In order to fulfill
the promise of win-win cooperation that China touts for BRI, Chinese PSCs need to be proficient
in managing and mitigating risks in complex business environments. Inexperienced PSCs that
rely on untrained contractors could not only aggravate local tensions but also ignite anti-Chinese
sentiments or even force the PLA to intervene to provide protection.

The Need for Fast-Track Growth by Chinese PSCs

Chinese citizens and companies working overseas were involved in multiple security incidents
in 2018. In February 2018, not long after the Chinese government warned its nationals in
Pakistan about imminent attacks on Chinese targets, the general manager of COSCO Shipping
Lines in Pakistan was shot dead in the port city of Karachi. In June 2018, in a communiqué
released on the website of the Chinese Embassy in Algeria following the robbing and killing of a
Chinese citizen in the Dalbeda area, the Chinese ambassador advised Chinese citizens to employ
bodyguards. In August of the same year, a bus carrying Chinese miners was struck by a suicide
bomber in the Baluchistan Province. These attacks followed several high-profile murders
of Chinese workers abroad, such as the beheading of two teachers in Quetta, Pakistan, by the
self-proclaimed Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), and the killing of three officers from the
China Railway Construction Corporation in Bamako, Mali, by locals. Most BRI projects are still
in the planning or early development stages, but the violence against Chinese nationals abroad is
surging proportionally to the growth of China’s economic footprint.

The evolution of Chinese PSCs from local security enterprises operating at municipal levels
in China to international companies able to maneuver abroad in high-risk areas is ongoing.
Though this evolutionary process is developing at a fast pace, the Chinese market for force along
BRI routes is quite different from the one that developed during the Iraq and Afghan wars.

8 Only one Chinese PSC is certified by the ICoCA. “Membership,” ICoCA, https://www.icoca.ch/en/membership. See also “China,”
9 Author’s interview with Doug Brooks, president emeritus ISOA, Washington, D.C., September 2018. No Chinese PSCs are currently listed as
us-pakistan-china-shooting/senior-chinese-shipping-executive-shot-dead-in-pakistan-idUSKBN1FP1UK.
11 “Zhongguo zhu Aerjiliya dashi guan jiu ‘6·10 Zhongguo gongmin zao qiang yu hai an’ dui fang jiaohe qingkuang” [The Chinese Embassy
in Algeria Negotiations with Algerian Counterparts on the “June 10 Chinese Citizens that were Robbed and Killed” Incident], Embassy of
t15688726.htm.
article/us-pakistan-blast-china/five-wounded-in-attack-on-bus-ferrying-chinese-workers-in-pakistan-idUSKBN1KW05B.
13 Arduino, China’s Private Army, 120.
While the new Silk Road harkens back to the narrative of ancient trade routes, BRI is not exclusively a new array of energy corridors and ICT networks that are being built and managed by SOEs. It is a complex and quickly evolving concept that incorporates a number of different projects. BRI is a game changer in many ways because of its global reach and size. Yet even as it has the potential to fill substantial parts of the gap in infrastructure financing, the initiative is also associated with considerable risk both for the recipient countries and for China itself. The promise of lucrative international contracts to address this security challenge is leading Chinese PSCs to internationalize.

Mapping the distribution of Chinese PSCs is not an easy task. In contrast with the secrecy of the public security sector, PSCs are eager to promote their activities abroad, even on social media platforms. Yet their international operations vary widely across Eurasia and the maritime Silk Road, depending on contractual requirements and local government acceptance of private security operators. Along vital sea lines of communication, companies such as Hua Xin Zhong An protect Chinese merchant vessels against pirates from the Strait of Malacca to the Somali coast. In Central Asia, Chinese PSCs must work through a liaison with the local government security forces to guard Chinese workers and avoid clashes with the local labor forces. In South Asia, the complicated security environment and the looming terrorist threats require not only cooperation with local armed forces but also more sophisticated security tools. In Southeast Asia, the need for Chinese companies to provide private security is at odds with local suspicion about China’s hidden agenda. In Africa, Chinese PSC activity and capabilities vary from area to area, from mining projects led by small and medium-sized enterprises and guarded by armed militias to large SOE infrastructure projects protected by Chinese and Western contractors. Nevertheless, if not managed properly, Beijing’s use of PSCs to protect its overseas interests is still a hazardous gambit.

The Chinese private security sector is less developed than its international peers. Local PSCs emerged in 1993 in response to the necessity of providing unarmed guards to protect companies’ assets in mainland China, primarily against petty theft or angry throngs of workers. The growth of the national private security sector has been limited by the lack of direct threats as well as a culture of bidding low for security services. Both factors contribute to China’s lack of local skilled security operators. Today, security management along BRI routes is becoming a key factor that may determine the success or failure of many infrastructure projects. Nevertheless, the role of Chinese PSCs in supporting BRI projects is just starting to become regulated and supervised by the central government. In 2015, Xi demanded greater efforts to ensure the safety of Chinese nationals overseas, and the Chinese media has increased its coverage of PSCs operating abroad.

Currently, PSCs present themselves as plausible alternatives to military intervention in providing daily security to Chinese nationals along BRI. Although the PLA Navy showcased sophisticated crisis management capabilities in the evacuation of Chinese nationals from Libya in 2011 and Yemen in 2015, the political and financial complexity of these operations means that military action is seldom viable, and only then after very limited and specific conditions are met.

Therefore, the employment of small-scale private forces offers a more flexible and economic approach to the problem. The ongoing debate over whether BRI is part of a coordinated Chinese grand strategy still casts doubt on the real role of Chinese PSCs. A common shared perception among international observers is that they are an extension of the PLA and not independent for-profit private entities. The message from Beijing is that Chinese PSCs are neither an extension of the PLA that can be called on as and when required nor an armed wing of the Chinese Communist Party.  

The 2009 Regulation on the Administration of Security and Guarding Services, ratified on January 2010, updated the obsolete 1993 guidelines for the mainland PSC market. The new law still lacks a detailed set of procedures for the provision of outbound security services as well as a clear chain of command and accountability. Another constraint is that the law is intertwined with an even older regulation promulgated in 2002, the Regulations on Administration of Use of Guns by Full-Time Guards and Escorts. Both laws have an internal focus, expressed by the fact that the Public Security Department of the State Council is the sole entity responsible for supervising and administering security and guard services throughout the country. As soon as Chinese PSCs start to operate abroad, the State Council, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Chinese Supreme Court, State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission, National Development and Reform Commission, and even the PLA will all claim to have supervisory authority. The new regulations, nevertheless, facilitate the registration process for local PSCs. Stimulated by BRI’s demand for security, the perception of easy profits among the local security providers has skyrocketed. Regrettably, the typology of personnel and modus operandi have not changed substantially from the 1990s. One of the main characteristics that almost all Chinese PSCs share is former links with the police and military. Most of their CEOs previously worked in the state security apparatus. A common problem among new Chinese PSCs is that their employees come equipped with habits—learned during years of service in the PLA or at large SOEs—that do not fit the private sector, such as a lack of personal initiative and unwavering faith in the leader.  

The results of the first national assessment conducted by Tsinghua University and the Phoenix International Think Tank on the overseas private market for security are in line with the common critiques expressed by international operators that Chinese PSCs overstate their own capabilities; are convinced that the Chinese government will provide support in a crisis; lack linguistic, intelligence-gathering, and analytic competencies; lack international experience and have not been exposed to international security problems; give unreasonably low price estimates during the bidding process; underestimate difficulties; and have operators that suffer from a lack of initiative.  

Among the problems that Chinese PSCs are facing, the recruitment and retention of qualified security managers, and not just guards, is one of the most compelling. Low salaries, difficult working conditions, and competition in mainland China to hire skilled personnel are
a well-known hindrance for the evolution of the private security sector. Several top PSCs are scrambling to find a solution to these problems, as is discussed in the next section.

The Development of the Chinese PSC Industry

*Chinese PSC 2.0*

The transition of the Chinese PSC industry into a more professional sector is now not only in the hands of the central government’s regulators but also in the hands of the insurance sector. The mainland private security market is currently evolving from an informal and fragmented sector to a more mature one. Both state and private corporations are beginning to realize that by contracting a professional security company they will save more money than they spend on security services.\(^{23}\)

Since 2017, Chinese state insurance companies have become increasingly interested in engaging PSCs. From training and cooperation with international security experts (e.g., Ping An Insurance’s partnership with Control Risks and Hiscox or AIG with GardaWorld Security Services) to the acquisition of shares in the main Chinese PSCs (e.g., Ping An in China Cityguard Security Service), insurance companies are actively promoting the sector’s professionalization. The main constraints on the security sector’s development are its late start, overly ambitious plan for development, challenges along the BRI routes, and lack of relevant overseas business experience.

The lack of overseas business experience is largely responsible for the inability to conduct adequate threat assessments and cope with foreign social, political, and regulatory environments. Chinese PSCs operating abroad tend to lack both the personal and professional connections required to network with local governments. This is one reason that they have an exaggerated expectation of consular protection as well as an unrealistic perception that Beijing’s government-to-government agreements will shield them from any trouble. Adding all the above-mentioned problems to the average PSC’s limited collection and analysis of local intelligence, supply-chain management, and access to logistical and legal support is a recipe for future disasters. As a result of these limitations, Chinese PSCs are often confined within the walls of gated compounds and forced to depend on external armed protection from local militias or international contractors.

In a few years, however, this situation will be radically different. Beijing is already well aware of how the number of Chinese victims in the BRI countries and the costly delays in the implementation of infrastructure projects could cause serious damage to the vision of the initiative as a tool for common prosperity and harmonious development. The presence of more professional Chinese PSCs not only will influence the outcome of BRI projects but also might affect regional geopolitical dynamics. By mitigating international security threats via the private sector, China can contribute to its win-win narrative while simultaneously avoiding suspicion about the presence of the PLA abroad. In addition, more efficient PSCs could eventually gather local intelligence that can be analyzed in China under a wider geopolitical lens.

As reflected in the growth of the PSC sector, the global reach of BRI is forcing China to become a more proactive security actor. To fill this new strategic space abroad, it has significantly increased the size of the PLA Marine Corps and has called for the professionalization of
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the military. The strategic elements related to PSCs thus surpass basic economic calculations. China’s economic diplomacy has already showcased how BRI projects can be used politically as leverage, aligning foreign countries with Beijing’s interests. In the near future, the presence of efficient and competitive Chinese PSCs in the international arena could increase the range of Beijing’s options for responding to human security emergencies.

Unfortunately, China’s use of PSCs as a convenient place to park the army’s demobilized personnel will not increase the sector’s overall professionalization. In most countries, it is quite difficult for veterans to transition from military to civilian life. China currently has 57 million veterans, and this number will increase significantly in the near term. The government has already announced several cuts in the size of the armed forces, including a reduction of more than 300,000 uniformed personnel. According to Zhou Zhanggui, these soldiers come from very different divisions and training backgrounds, and personnel from the People’s Armed Police, as a paramilitary force primarily responsible for internal security, are usually better suited for the functions performed by PSCs. Leon Yung observes that PLA veterans are able to use and maintain firearms but struggle to write even a simple security report. Efforts to encourage personal initiative and create professional security operators will not succeed until the Chinese corporate culture that emphasizes saving face and respecting all decisions from the top (without any critical assessment) changes. Along BRI routes, China does not need more guards but efficient and flexible security managers. From the perspective of Chinese PSCs, it is also important to have proper training on the appropriate use of force. In this respect, the attitude of blind obedience exhibited by many former PLA soldiers who are now employed by Chinese PSCs is more a hindrance than an asset.

Language and culture are other obstacles that need to be overcome. The employment of Singaporean contractors whose personnel generally have a good command of Mandarin Chinese and a strong military background is not a viable solution, due to the high costs and the lack of a large contractor pool. As a result, some Chinese PSCs already have given up on teaching basic English to their operators and plan to lower costs by teaching Nepalese Gurkhas to speak basic Chinese. The pool of talented Chinese operators will not grow until salaries in China’s risk-management sector are comparable to Western levels.

In the years to come, the professionalization of the overall Chinese PSC sector will likely occur amid the reduction of actors due to mergers and acquisitions and the implementation of stringent regulations and more effective supervisory mechanisms by Beijing. The passive attitude of PSC personnel is also likely to persist, as altering the reactive posture that permeates the Chinese public and private sectors will require decades.

26 Author’s interview with Zhou Zhanggui, the director of the Institute for Overseas Safety and Security, Zhejiang University, Shanghai, September 2018.
27 Author’s interview with Leon Yung, Shanghai, August 2018.
28 Author’s interview with China Cityguard president Shaun Xiao, Shanghai, July 2018.
One important factor in the evolution of Chinese PSCs from local to international actors is the role of well-established national companies that are slowly but professionally trying to establish an international footprint by developing local talent and coordinating their actions with the insurance sector and the Chinese central government. An example is China Cityguard Security Service. Founded in 2005 and employing over fifteen thousand people, Cityguard provides security services both domestically and abroad. Its international expansion, which began by providing services to BRI projects, now includes seventeen subsidiaries and nine partnerships with international security companies. The company’s president stated that at least 30% of the total guard force currently comes from the PLA, while 50% are former police officers.\textsuperscript{30} Since the launch of BRI, Cityguard has been awarded thirteen contracts to protect infrastructure projects abroad, including in high-risk areas in Pakistan.

Cityguard managers share the view that overseas investment and infrastructure programs must allocate more funds to safeguard these projects.\textsuperscript{31} They also believe that security must be addressed at the earliest stage and in every aspect of the initial planning. This will allow the private security sector to provide adequate, comprehensive security upon the launch of a project instead of waiting until a major crisis or disaster leaves stakeholders with no other option. Despite the company’s initial success abroad, these managers complain about a range of common problems that plague the Chinese security sector, including high turnover of staff and the unattractiveness of PSC jobs due to low wages. An important part of Cityguard’s business model abroad is related to its cooperation with the Chinese company Ping An, which insures travel and other activities.

According to Cityguard’s management, the overall PSC sector is expected to increase exponentially. Moreover, the expansion of Chinese PSCs abroad has also opened up new markets for the sale of security technology, such as closed-circuit television and other surveillance technology that these companies currently use in mainland China.

\textbf{Black Swan or Blackwater: Leaning toward the U.S. Model?}

The preceding section considered how, due to the absence of precedents and broader experience, Chinese firms are creating an entire industry from scratch, while Chinese leaders are using whatever models are available to develop methods of governance and management. An example of this trend is the role of Frontier Services Group, a Hong Kong–based security, logistics, and insurance company led Erik Prince, the founder of Blackwater (now Academi). The case of Frontier Services Group is unique as it attracts media attention due to the interaction of Prince with the Trump administration and the Chinese state investment group CITIC, the main company shareholder.\textsuperscript{32} The company provides training at Beijing’s International Security Defense College using the expertise that Prince developed during his management of Blackwater’s training camp in Moyock, North Carolina, and as a leading contractor for both the U.S. State Department and Department of Defense in Iraq and Afghanistan. The college’s International Security Specialist Program aims to prepare Chinese contractors for the challenges of managing security programs
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across BRI countries. This program draws on Prince's new project to privatize the conflict in Afghanistan on behalf of the U.S. government. His claim is that a private force will reduce spending and increase efficiency compared with what the U.S. Army has accomplished over nearly two decades of conflict.

Yet although this “Blackwater model” for security privatization may initially be adopted by Beijing, the long-term goal is to strengthen the links between Chinese PSCs and the public sector. One important concern, however, is that powerful Chinese PSCs may not be accountable to national security strategy but instead follow their own agendas. Beijing is well aware that the professionalization of the private security sector is a threat as well as an opportunity. It is evident that the Blackwater model is not fully applicable to China’s privatization of the monopoly of force. Loosening central government control over Chinese nationals acting in a security role overseas could increase the risk of inadvertent incidents abroad causing backlash against Beijing’s win-win narrative. Moreover, in the not-too-distant future, more professional and well-funded Chinese PSCs could influence national policies in order to gain lucrative contracts abroad. This scenario would involve the Chinese PSC sector’s quick professionalization. As an example, China’s expansion to Africa under BRI with the promise of $60 billion in investment in 2019 requires PSCs that not only are able to provide guards but are competent in vetting local security partners. This process is already happening, and the basic functions that PSCs are now providing are evolving toward more sophisticated services, ranging from the abovementioned security screening for local contractors, risk analysis, and risk-mitigation reports to more sophisticated training for SOE managers traveling abroad. At the same time, this new breed of Chinese PSCs needs to avoid inciting or alienating local populations through corruption and abuse.

According to Jamie Williamson, the rise of private security actors will increase their role in China’s national security strategy. In this context, Chinese PSCs need to take into consideration the increasingly complex environment in postwar or otherwise very unstable locations. Several of these companies have set ambitious objectives for foreign projects, but they need to be trained beforehand to identify common pitfalls that their peers have already experienced. As an example, some countries on BRI routes do not allow foreign armed contractors or require that a high percentage of local security officials be used. Chinese PSCs thus need to set up a screening system to analyze, inspect, and assess local security companies and individuals that could be trusted and hired.

Conclusion

In order to fulfill the promises of win-win cooperation that China touts with BRI, Chinese PSCs operating along the new Silk Road need to be proficient in managing and mitigating risks in complicated business environments. If managed correctly, the interaction in the BRI footprint between global projects and local security dynamics could promote sustainable development.

36 Author’s interview with Jamie Williamson, Executive Director of ICoCA, Shanghai and Geneva, September 2018.
Conversely, lack of transparency and accountability, in particular in the sensitive area of security, could exacerbate geopolitical tensions and intensify local weaknesses. While the public-private partnership platform can provide a template to share financial risks and strengthen norms and regulations, the need for stability and security against political risk and criminal violence is an opportunity for China to engage with international stakeholders.

Predicting the future of the Chinese PSCs at this early stage of development is a challenging task due to the lack of a historical data set that can be used as a proxy to develop and test a sound theory. Reliance on Western examples derived from Africa’s postcolonial wars or the more recent employment of PSCs during the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan could lead to cross-cultural mistakes and assumptions that do not fit China’s current risk perceptions.

Nevertheless, one forecast could be based on the pattern of industrial development that enabled China to become the world’s second-largest economy in just three decades. Using the Chinese steel sector as an example, it is possible to trace a line that begins with the disastrous autarchic experiments in steel production during the Cultural Revolution and extends to China’s opening up to Western influence in the late 1970s. Joint ventures with foreign industrial counterparts enabled the local actors to gain advanced technologies, expertise, training, and an international logistics network as well as develop rules and regulations. In the 1980s the explosion of internal market demands led to an exponential growth of small and medium-sized steel enterprises plagued by inefficiency that had to be sustained by the state. In the late 1990s the central government started a policy of rationalization of the national steel sector. A handful of leading SOEs—the so-called national champions—absorbed the best small and medium-sized mills and closed the inefficient ones. The modernization of the steel industry enabled China to produce high-tech materials, develop an international logistics and trade network, and increase the mergers and acquisitions of niche international high-tech companies. Nowadays two Chinese SOEs, Baowu Group and Shagang Group, are the second- and sixth-largest steel companies in the world, respectively.37

This pattern has been followed by Chinese SOEs in many different industrial and service sectors with outstanding outcomes. Leapfrogging in the security sector is more difficult than in other sectors such as ICT due to the fact that personal experience, training, and proven engagement are necessary steps to foster a healthy sector. Nevertheless, it is possible to forecast the development of a few security national champions that could absorb the current small and medium-sized PSCs. These large companies will have closer cooperation with the central government and SOEs and deeper coordination with the army and relevant stakeholders.

Several questions remain unanswered, but it is still critical to focus attention on the evolution of civil-military integration with “Chinese characteristics” as well as the new guidelines that central government bodies such as the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration and the National Development and Reform Commission are developing to promote the safety of Chinese personnel operating abroad. Another question to keep in mind is related to the influence of non-Western private security models. Chinese PSCs operating in postconflict reconstruction areas, such as in Syria, could be influenced by Russian private contractors that are already operating there.

The gap between today’s unregulated expansion overseas and the future national champions will be filled by Chinese PSCs that are able to learn, adapt, and acquire competent foreign PSCs in

their operational areas. In terms of future competition with Western counterparts, it is important to remember that Chinese PSCs operating abroad provide services exclusively to Chinese clients. At present, they have no interest in finding a market external to the one offered by Chinese public and private companies. However, the prospect of a mature Chinese PSC competing on international tenders against U.S. and other Western companies cannot be totally disregarded.

A new breed of Chinese PSCs will be at the forefront of nonmilitary solutions, and their growth will sustain the expansion of SOEs along the BRI corridors. These PSCs will also support the PLA’s security calculations in terms of data gathering, early warning, and overseas security policy integration. This is the right time for the West to engage Chinese regulators and the leading Chinese PSCs to provide the legislative guidelines, training, and best practices necessary to avoid repeating costly mistakes. The professionalization of Chinese PSCs and their support of both BRI and the internationalization of the PLA are already on the way. Failing to engage the Chinese private security sector now will leave an open entry point to other foreign security actors. Future mistakes committed by untrained Chinese PSCs will have ripple effects from Eurasia to Africa for not only BRI but also Western interests.